### Institute of Jewish Affairs Additional Papers 4: general sequences

**MS 241/1 Numerical sequence**

- **MS 241/1/1**  **IJA 1A**  Arab-Israeli war - description of events prior to the 1967: newspaper articles, press releases; the American Jewish Committee Foreign Affairs Department booklets 'Reflections in Western Europe and Latin America to the situation in the Middle East' and 'The Palestinian Liberation Organisation: an appraisal of its effect on Middle East tensions'; printed article; copies of the *Jerusalem post* and American Jewish Committee 'Reports from.. Israel', Jul 1967  
  - **MS 241/1/2**  **IJA 1B**  Arab-Israeli war: newspaper articles, some in French, relating to the war and to Israel's relations with other countries; United Nations paper on the situation in the Middle East  
  - **IJA 10**  **MS 241/1/3**  United Nations: newspaper articles, some in French; JTA bulletins, United Nations weekly summaries, bulletins all relating to Israel and the situation in the Middle East  
  - **IJA 11**  **MS 241/1/4**  Arab statements: newspaper articles, some in German, Hebrew script, on Arab countries reaction to the Arab-Israeli war  
  - **IJA 12**  **MS 241/1/5**  Jews in Arab countries: newspaper articles; JTA bulletins; World Jewish Congress correspondence, press releases, memorandums; notes; bulletins  
  - **IJA 13**  **MS 241/1/6**  Arab activities outside the Middle East: newspaper cuttings; bibliographical reference  
  - **IJA 14**  **MS 241/1/7**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war - United States of America: newspaper articles, some in French and German; press releases; JTA bulletins  
  - **IJA 15**  **MS 241/1/8**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war - Great Britain: newspaper articles, some in French and German; bulletins; printed pamphlets  
  - **IJA 16**  **MS 241/1/9**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war - France: newspaper articles, some in French and German, including coverage of statements by President De Gaulle; press releases  
  - **IJA 17**  **MS 241/1/10**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war - Germany: newspaper articles mainly in German; press releases  
  - **IJA 18**  **MS 241/1/11**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war - remainder of Europe: newspaper articles, some in French, German an Italian; press releases; memorandum from the World Jewish Congress on Senator Terracini's visit to Israel  
  - **IJA 18A**  **MS 241/1/12**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war, India: newspaper articles; bibliographical reference  
  - **IJA 18B**  **MS 241/1/13**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war - Africa: newspaper articles, some in French  
  - **IJA 18C**  Public reaction to the Arab-Israeli war - South America: World
Jewish Congress memorandums; *El conflicto del cercano oriente visto por ojos argentinos*; 'Reactions in Western Europe and Latin America to the situation in the Middle East: a survey'

Middle East situation: newspaper articles, some in French, German or Hebrew script, including material relating to Dr Nahum Goldmann's mission; copies of papers, including battle orders; typescript 'The anti-Jewish attitudes of the Arabs'; minutes of the governing council of the World Jewish Congress, Mar 1967; minutes; press releases; extracts from broadcasts; bibliographical references

Middle East situation - El Fatah: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; journal articles, some in French; Radio Free Europe research paper

Arab propaganda - Great Britain, Abu Duabi, advertisements, Anglo-Jordan Alliance, Arab League, articles, British Broadcasting Corporation, CAABU, Communist party, Conservative party, correspondence in the national press, Free Palestine, Friends of Palestine, Jerusalem committee, Labour Middle East committee, Labour party, Liberals for Palestine, C.Mayhew and Arab Friendship Foundation, Movement for Colonial Freedom, public opinion polls, threats to Jewry and attacks on Jewish property, right wing, special reports, Palestine solidarity campaign, tribune, UNA, Young Liberals, Young Socialists, miscellaneous: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and articles; information papers; magazine articles; leaflets; constitution of the Friends of Palestine; correspondence; circulars; annual report for Movement for Colonial Freedom; minutes

Arab propaganda - Ireland: newspaper cuttings

Arab propaganda - Belgium, SRPPA and miscellaneous: papers, including declarations and a motion, all in French; newspaper cuttings, mainly in French, but some in English or Hebrew script; journal articles, in French; copy of *Le point*

Arab propaganda - France, Communist party, La Croix, *Le nouvel observateur*, pro-Arab groups, students, Temoignage Chretien, trade union movement, UDR and PSU: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and articles, mainly in French; journal articles, in French; report, in French; WUJS newsletter; circular; transcript of a conversation with Gil Kessary; paper 'Complement au rapport sur la propagande arabe'

Arab propaganda - Germany, students, miscellaneous: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German; journal articles; paper 'New left Germans join El Fatah'; two copies of a 'bericht über die arabisch Propaganda und ihre Auswirkungen in der Budnersrepublik Deutschland'; paper 'Arabische Propaganda und die neue Linke'

Arab propaganda - Netherlands: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in Dutch; article from the WUJS newsletter

Arab propaganda - Italy: newspaper cuttings and articles, including one each in German and Italian; articles from publications, in Italian; circulars for Solidarieta cond Al Fatah and the Anti-imperialist committee for a democratic peace in the Middle East
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/24 | Arab propaganda - Switzerland: newspaper cuttings, in French or German; journal article, in French; copies of circulars and documents, including 'Appel aux Suisses' and an extract from an information bulletin, in French, of the declaration of a delegate for a meeting in Geneva; carbon copy of a paper, in German | 1969-75 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/25 | Arab propaganda - other European countries: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German; information bulletin of the World Council of Peace | 1969-70 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/26 | Arab propaganda - United States of America, advertisements, students, miscellaneous: newspaper, JTA and other press service cuttings, one in German; article from ADL bulletin; circular from American for Middle East Understanding; memorandum | 1967-c. 70 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/27 | Arab propaganda - Canada, documents, French Canada, United church observer, miscellaneous: newspaper and press service cuttings and articles, some in French; copy of the programme for a conference, in French, English and Arabic; circular; typescript paper 'Short survey of Arab propaganda in Canada'; article on French Canadian attitudes towards Israel; copy of part of the Jewish western bulletin; typescript paper concerning the United church observer; copy of ADL intercom; paper listing Canadian universities and commenting upon Arab groups and activities | 1967-70 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/28 | Arab propaganda - Australia: newspaper, JCNS and other press service cuttings; copy of 'Research services (NSW) information bulletin'; copy of a letter from the Executive Council of Australian Jewry; typescript paper 'Arab propaganda in Australia'; press release; conclusions of an Australian government report | 1969-70 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/29 | Arab propaganda - South Africa: newspaper cuttings and articles; copies of Muslim news; copy of Hakinor, the SAFSJA journal; copy of A glimpse of the ambitions of the Jews; letter from the South African Board of Deputies | 1969-71 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/30 | Arab propaganda - Argentina, documents and miscellaneous: circulars and papers from the Congreso Judío Mundial; poster and photographs of posters; newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in Spanish; copies of Causa arabe; copies of 'boletin informativo' | 1968-70 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/31 | Arab propaganda - Brazil: newspapers, in Portuguese and Arabic; newspaper cutting; translation of a newspaper article; copy of Noticias do mundo árabe; copies of photographs of posters; carbon copies of a letter and of papers, in Portuguese | 1964-70 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/32 | Arab propaganda - Mexico: newspaper and press service cuttings, mainly in Spanish; press release; translation of a newspaper article; carbon copies of typescripts, in Spanish; copies of photographs of a caricature, advertisement and postcard | 1969 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/33 | Arab propaganda - Uruguay: newspaper cuttings, in Spanish; carbon copies of typescripts, in Spanish; photographs of posters; copy of a photograph of a swastika decorated letter; newsletter; translation of an article on 'The military siding with Israel'; paper 'Some information about the Arabs in Uruguay' | 1967-70 |
| IJA 19A | MS 241/1/34 | Arab propaganda - Bolivia, Chile, Cuba, Honduras, Paraguay, Peru: newspapers and newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in Spanish; memorandum 'La declaracion universal de los derechos humanos, los arapes y el sionismo internacional'; information | 1969-70 |
paper, in Spanish, about Chile; typescript papers

IJA 19A
MS 241/1/35
Arab propaganda - South America, general: newspaper, JTA and other press service cuttings and articles, some in Spanish; information papers of the Oficina Judia de Informacion; notes on a conversation with Eddy Rauch relating to Arab propaganda; World Jewish Congress newsletter; printed information bulletins, in Spanish, of the Congreso Judio Latinamericano; report of a visit to South American countries 1969-70

IJA 19A
MS 241/1/36
Arab propaganda - India: newspapers; journals; copy of a letter from the Vice Consul, consulate of Israel, Bombay; carbon copy of an article on 'The Arab-Israel tangle' 1969

IJA 19A
MS 241/1/37
The church: newspaper and press service cuttings, one in French 1969-70

IJA 19A
MS 241/1/38
Christians for Palestine - Beirut conference: newspaper and press service cuttings and newspapers, some in French or German; journal articles; circulars; press release; bibliographical reference 1970

IJA 19B
MS 241/1/39
Israel Socialist Organisation: newspaper and JCNS cuttings, one in German; typescript paper 'Matzpen' 1968-75

IJA 19BB
MS 241/1/40
United Nations: newspaper, JTA and other press service cuttings, one in German; United Nations resolution 242; copy of a photograph of an anti-Semitic leaflet; text of address 'Brain drain from the Arab world' 1969-70

IJA 20
MS 241/1/41
Public reaction, Turkey: newspaper cuttings, mainly in French or German 1967

IJA 21
MS 241/1/42
Public reaction, Afro-Asia: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; bulletins; circular and report of proceedings of the meeting of deputies of the South African Jewish Board of Deputies; carbon copy of a typescript paper discussing a cartoon in Jeune Afrique; bibliographical reference 1967

IJA 22
MS 241/1/43
Public reaction, South Africa: newspaper and press service cuttings and articles; press digests; bibliographical reference 1967

IJA 23
MS 241/1/44
Public reaction, South America: newspaper cuttings, some in German; Instituto Ipsa 'Estudio exploratorio de opinion publica hacia la crisis de medio oriente'; World Jewish Congress reports, some in Spanish; information bulletins, in Spanish 1967-8

IJA 24
MS 241/1/45
Public reaction, rest of world: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; article from Canadian Jewish outlook; information papers 1967-8

IJA 25
MS 241/1/46
Right wing reaction: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; transcript of World Council of Churches' Middle East statement; American Jewish Committee memorandum; carbon copy of typescript paper 'The nazi press' 1967

IJA 25A
MS 241/1/47
Left wing reaction: newspapers and newspaper cuttings; journals; press survey 1967

IJA 26
MS 241/1/48
Jews in Arab countries - general: newspaper, JTA and other press service cuttings, some in French or German; journal article, some in German; information bulletin; typescript papers on the situation 1967-9
of Jews in the Arab states; text of monitored broadcasts and extracts and summary of world broadcasts; press releases; list of Jews executed in Iraq; World Jewish Congress newsletter; papers from a session of the general assembly of the United Nations

**IJA 26**
**MS 241 1/49**
Jews in Arab countries - general and Jordan, Lebanon, Syria and Egypt: newspaper and JTA cuttings; translation of a list of the names and addresses of Jewish business in Damascus; copies of law amendments, in Arabic, some with translations; typescript paper 'The experience of a Jewish man imprisoned in Egypt at the outbreak of the Arab-Israel war'; extract from an article on the Jews of Nasser; carbon copy of an article on Jews in Egypt and a list of names of Jews held in prison in Egypt; copy of 'Liste des internes rabbani tes du Caire'; World Jewish Congress circular 1967-c.1971

**IJA 26**
**MS 241 1/50**
Jews in Arab countries - Iraq: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins some in French, German or Hebrew script; translation of an article on the protocols of the elders of Baghdad; copies of letters; psalms in Hebrew script and English; journal article, in German; text of monitored broadcasts; translations of law amendments; press releases; correspondence; memorandums, some in French; papers; paper 'consequences du dernier conflit isra elo-arabe au point de veu des droits de l'homme'; United Nations security council papers; pamphlets; American Jewish Congress booklet on 'the Jews of Iraq' 1967-9

**IJA 27**
**MS 241 1/51**
Church reaction: newspaper and press service cuttings and newspapers, some in French or German; press survey and bulletins; newsletter; magazine article, in French; journals, one in French; American Jewish Committee booklet 'Christian reactions to the Middle East crisis'; circulars and memorandums; information paper, in Italian 1967-8

**IJA 28**
**MS 241 1/52**
Communist parties reaction (outside Eastern Europe): newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French or German; journals, in Italian or German; Radio Free Europe research paper; booklet on discussions with the Left on the Middle East crisis; World Jewish Congress memorandum; bibliographical references 1967-8

**IJA 29**
**MS 241 1/53**
Communist parties reaction: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French, German or Italian; copies of Soviet news and Soviet weekly; journal articles and journals, some in German; press releases; text of monitored broadcasts; Radio Free Europe research paper; typescript paper 'The stereotype in Eastern Europe'; copy of a photograph from a Russian newspaper; bibliographical references 1967-9

**IJA 3**
**MS 241 1/54**
Israeli "atrocities", prisoners of war; newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; notes; bibliographical reference 1967-8

**IJA 30A**
**MS 241 1/55**
Aggression: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletin, some in French, German or Russian; Foreign affairs bulletin; pamphlet on aggression in the near east; press survey; World Jewish Congress summary of world broadcasts; extracts from Soviet news 1967

**IJA 30B**
**MS 241 1/56**
Free navigation, Tiran and Suez: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletin, some in German 1967-75

**IJA 30C**
**MS 241 1/57**
Holy places, Jerusalem: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; journal articles; magazine articles, in German or Italian; 1967-70
Hadassah magazine; Sunday times magazine; report of the Secretary General of the United Nations to the General Assembly; digest of report; Information juive; JTA bulletins; text of monitored broadcasts; circular; newsletter; notes

1967-70

IJA 30D MS 241 1/58
Arab refugee problem: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French or German; UNRWA newsletter; journal articles; magazine article, in German; memorandum and paper from the American Jewish Congress; paper 'Why the refugees ran'; press release; Israeli embassy paper; Labour friends news

1967

IJA 30E MS 241 1/59
United Nations: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French or German; special report of the Secretary General of the United Nations; bibliographical references

1967-8

IJA 30F MS 241 1/60
Anti-Semitism: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French, German or Italian; press release; journal articles

1967-70

IJA 30G MS 241 1/61
Israel's history: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French, German or Italian; magazine articles, some in German; press survey; press release; journal articles and journal, in German; text of a broadcast; text of a statement by Mr Baroody, Saudi Arabia, to the Security Council meeting; pamphlet Israel in press and Parliament; memorandum of the Israel Peace Movement; Hansard; typescript extracts of media coverage relating to Israel

1967-8

IJA 31 MS 241 1/62
Jewish reaction: newspaper and JTA cuttings and newspapers, some in French or German; press digests, in German; circulars; information papers; Bulletin des nos communautes; press release; press survey; text of statement by Michael M. Fidler, President of the Board of Deputies; bibliographical reference

1967-8

IJA 32 MS 241 1/63
Israeli reaction: newspaper, JTA bulletins, newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; the Israel digest; information papers; bibliographical references

1967-9

IJA 33 MS 241 1/64
Egyptian gas warfare: newspaper cuttings, some in German or Italian; journal and magazine articles, one in German

1967-9

IJA 34 MS 241 1/65
Red Cross: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; information notes; Comite International de le Croix-Rouge international tracing service operations report; press releases; memorandum

1967-70

IJA 35 MS 241 1/66
Suggestions for peace settlement: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French or German; journal articles and journals; pamphlet Peace in the Middle East; press digest, in German

1967-8

IJA 36 MS 241 1/67
Economic situation in Israel: newspaper and JTA cuttings and articles and JTA bulletins, some in French or German; press digest, in German; Anglo-Israel trade journal

1967-8

IJA 37 MS 241 1/68
Communities in Israel: newspaper and JTA cuttings, including one each in French and Italian

1967-9

IJA 38 MS 241 1/69
Time before crisis: newspaper cuttings and articles

1967-8

IJA 39 Jewish-Arab dialogue: newspaper and JTA cuttings; JTA bulletins
<p>| MS 241 1/70 | IJA 4 MS 241 1/71 | Arab refugee problem: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French or German; pamphlet <em>The arab refugee problem</em>; press survey; JTA bulletins; <em>Hansard</em>; memorandum from Lord Sieff; typescript paper; journal article | 1967 |
| MS 241 1/72 | IJA 40 MS 241 1/73 | Arab-Israeli dispute: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French, German or Italian; journal articles, including one each in French and German; journals; pamphlet <em>Israel and the Arab world: the crisis of 1967</em> | 1968-70 |
| MS 241 1/74 | IJA 41 MS 241 1/75 | Immigration to Israel: newspaper and JTA cuttings, one in French | 1968 |
| MS 241 1/73 | IJA 41A MS 241 1/76 | Middle East Archive: newspaper cuttings and articles, in Hungarian | 1967-8 |
| MS 241 1/75 | IJA 42 MS 241 1/77 | Middle East Archive: newspaper cuttings and articles, in Hebrew script | 1967-70 |
| MS 241 1/76 | IJA 43 MS 241 1/78 | Middle East Archive: newspaper and JTA cuttings and articles, some in French or German | 1970 |
| MS 241 1/77 | IJA 44 MS 241 1/79 | Six Day War - description of campaign: newspapers; newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French or German; typescript extracts from press reports; magazine articles, in German | 1967 |
| MS 241 1/78 | IJA 45 MS 241 1/80 | Six Day War - petition concerning Arab pressure on Israel organised by Dr S.J.Roth: newspaper article listing names of academics calling on the British government to withdraw its support for the United States of America in the Vietnam war; lists of names of academics, writers and others; statements, signed by individuals, concerning the peril of war in the Middle East; list of those who refused to endorse the petition, related correspondence | 1967 |
| MS 241 1/79 | IJA 46 MS 241 1/81 | Attack upon El Al aeroplane at Zurich airport: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German or Italian; magazine articles, in German; press release; press digest, in German | 1969-70 |
| MS 241 1/80 | IJA 5 MS 241 1/82 | Territorial questions, Israel's withdrawal: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French or German; journal articles; bibliographical references | 1967-75 |
| MS 241 1/81 | IJA 6 MS 241 1/83 | Holy Places, Jerusalem: newspaper and cuttings, some in French, German or Italian; World Jewish Congress memorandum; leaflets; typescript paper 'The day of Jerusalem', partly in Hebrew script; magazine article, in German; typescript 'What next in Jerusalem ? an on the spot report' by Max Lazega | 1967-8 |
| MS 241 1/82 | IJA 7 MS 241 1/84 | Arab boycott, oil supplies: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French, German or Italian; typescript article 'How Mideast oil profits are used to build private fortunes' by Ronald M.Horwitz and Sol A.Dunn; copies of the <em>Petroleum press service</em>; articles | 1967-8 |
| MS 241 1/83 | IJA 8 MS 241 1/85 | Armament: newspaper and JTA cuttings and JTA bulletins, some in French, German or Italian; magazine articles, one in German | 1967-75 |
| MS 241 1/84 | IJA 9 MS 241 1/86 | Description of events since war: newspaper and JTA cuttings, newspapers and JTA bulletins, some in French, German or Italian; | 1967-75 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS 241/2</th>
<th>Geographical sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/1</td>
<td>Africa - general: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French or German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/2</td>
<td>Africa - Algeria: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; text of monitored broadcasts; articles, one in French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/3</td>
<td>Africa - Morocco: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; typescript papers 'Nasser in Morocco' and &quot;African summit conference&quot; in Casablanca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/4</td>
<td>Africa - Nigeria: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; copy of United Nigeria; article on the Addis Ababa conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/5</td>
<td>Africa - Rhodesia: newspaper, JCNS and other press service cuttings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/6</td>
<td>Africa - South Africa: newspaper cuttings, some in German; journal articles; correspondence; memorandums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/7</td>
<td>Africa - Tunisia: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; copy of La Tunisie; text of monitored broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/8</td>
<td>Asia - general: newspaper and JTA cuttings; journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/9</td>
<td>Asia - China and Japan: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French; IJA research report; journal article; text of monitored broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/10</td>
<td>Asia - India: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French or German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA A(GEO) MS 241 2/11</td>
<td>Australia: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German; copy of a pamphlet on the Jewish communities in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(GEO) MS 241 2/12</td>
<td>Canada: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and newspaper; articles; correspondence; press releases; typescript paper on exhibits in the pavilion of Judaism, 1967; transcript of a speech by John Beattie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(GEO) MS 241 2/13</td>
<td>Caribbean: newspaper cuttings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(GEO) MS 241 2/14</td>
<td>Central America: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(GEO) MS 241 2/15</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and articles, newspapers and JTA bulletins, some in French, German, Czech, Hungarian or Hebrew script; Radio Free Europe research reports, some in Czech; text of eye witness account; text of monitored broadcasts; Institute of Jewish Affairs paper 'Jewish aspects of the changes in Czechoslovakia'; extracts from world broadcasts; typescript papers, one in German; memorandums, in French;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
articles and journal articles; papers, one in Italian; pamphlets; journals

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/16 Egypt: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and articles and JTA bulletins, some in French or German; articles, some in French or Italian; leaflet; journals 1967-75

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/17 Europe - Austria, general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German 1967-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/18 Europe - Austria, Jews: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; correspondence, some in German; political bulletin 1960-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/19 Europe - Austria, war crimes: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; magazine article, in French; typescript paper for an international conference of Jewish communal services 1967-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/20 Europe - Belgium: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; programme, in French, of the inauguration ceremony of a national memorial for Belgian Jews 1968-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/21 Europe - Bulgaria: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; journal article 1968-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/22 Europe - Eastern Europe, general: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, articles and newspapers, some in French or German; press release; correspondence; journal and magazine articles, one in German 1967-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/23 Europe - East Germany: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German or Italian; copies of the Foreign affairs bulletin 1967-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/24 Europe - Gibraltar: newspaper and JCNS cuttings, one in German; typescript summary record of a fourth committee meeting 1967-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/25 Europe - Greece: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French, German or Greek; press release of a speech by Professor Azarias; correspondence, some in French 1967-70, 1989

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/26 Europe - Hungary, general: newspaper cuttings and newspapers, mainly in French, German, Hungarian, Hebrew script and Romanian [?]; typescript paper, in Hungarian 1967-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/27 Europe - Hungary, Jews: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and articles, some in French or Hungarian; journal article 1968-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/28 Europe - Italy: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in Italian 1967-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/29 Europe - Netherlands: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German 1967-9

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/30 Europe - Portugal: newspaper cutting, in German 1969

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/31 Europe - Romania, general: newspaper cuttings and articles, some in French or German 1968-70

IJA E(GEO) MS 241 2/32 Europe - Romania, Jews: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; journal articles, one in French 1967-70
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IJA E(GEO)</td>
<td>Europe - Scandinavian countries: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French or German; copy of Centre bladet publication of the Stockholm Jewish Centre</td>
<td>1968-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA E(GEO)</td>
<td>Europe - Spain: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA E(GEO)</td>
<td>Europe - Switzerland: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; magazine articles, in German</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA E(GEO)</td>
<td>Europe - Yugoslavia: newspaper and JTA cuttings and articles, some in French</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA F(GEO)</td>
<td>France - general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; French embassy information sheets, including the text of a speech by General De Gaulle; bulletin article, in French</td>
<td>1967-70, 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA F(GEO)</td>
<td>France - Jews: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; copy of Information juive; World Jewish Congress communique, in French; text, in French, of a press conference by General De Gaulle; journal article, in French</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA G(GEO)</td>
<td>Germany - general: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and articles, some in French or German; text of a conference, in French; memorandum on developments in German; copies of West German complicity in US intervention in Vietnam; report by Oscar Karbach on a journey to Germany, 1967; journal and magazine articles, some in German; typescript notes on the Nazi press; correspondence; statistics, in German; typescript papers, in German</td>
<td>1966-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA G(GEO)</td>
<td>Germany - Jews: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; journal articles; copy of AJR information; press digest, in German; press release; Jüdische Gemeinschaft in Deutsch land</td>
<td>1966-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA G(GEO)</td>
<td>Germany - Jews, Belsen: newspaper and JTA cuttings, one in German</td>
<td>1969-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA G(GEO)</td>
<td>Germany - restitution: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German; press digest, in German</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA G(GEO)</td>
<td>Germany - statute of limitations: newspaper and JTA cuttings and articles, some in German, one in Hebrew script [CHECK]; press digest, in German; journal articles; text of monitored broadcasts; press release</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA G(GEO)</td>
<td>Great Britain - general: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French; paper of the first national conference of the Volunteers' Union, Feb 1968; magazine articles, one in German; text of monitored broadcast</td>
<td>1963-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA G(GEO)</td>
<td>Great Britain - Jews: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings and articles, some in German; paper reporting on a visit by British Members of Parliament to Israel; journal articles</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA I(GEO)</td>
<td>Iraq: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; press survey; translations of Iraqi government laws, of resolutions and other papers; press release; information paper</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA I(GEO)</td>
<td>Israel - general: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French, German, Italian or Hebrew script; press releases;</td>
<td>1964-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 2/47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA I(GEO) MS 241 2/48</td>
<td>Israel - Intifada, West Bank events: newspaper cuttings, some in German; text of monitored broadcasts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA J(GEO) MS 241 2/49</td>
<td>Jordan: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; magazine article, in German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA L(GEO) MS 241 2/50</td>
<td>Lebanon: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French, Italian or German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA L(GEO) MS 241 2/51</td>
<td>Libya: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; text of monitored broadcasts; typescript notes; Central British Fund for Jewish Relief and Rehabilitation papers; World Jewish Congress memorandum; pamphlet; text of monitored broadcasts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/52</td>
<td>Middle East - general: newspaper cuttings; article from <em>The Economist</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/53</td>
<td>Middle East - Palestinian Liberation Organisation: newspaper cuttings; text of monitored broadcasts; articles, some in French or German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/54</td>
<td>Middle East - peace negotiations: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/55</td>
<td>Middle East - Aden: newspaper cuttings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/56</td>
<td>Middle East - Iran: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; text of monitored broadcasts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/57</td>
<td>Middle East - Iraq: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; journal article</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/58</td>
<td>Middle East - Kuwait: newspaper cuttings, one in German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/59</td>
<td>Middle East - Saudi Arabia: newspaper cuttings, one in German; magazine article in German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/60</td>
<td>Middle East - Syria: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German, Hebrew script or Italian; journal article</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA M(GEO) MS 241 2/61</td>
<td>Middle East - Turkey: newspaper cuttings, some in German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| IJA P(GEO) MS 241 2/62 | Poland - general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German, Polish or Hebrew script; typescript translations of newspaper articles; journal articles; notes; typescript article 'The Czechoslovak communist party and the process of political change
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country / Region</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poland - Jews</td>
<td>newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French, German, Polish, Italian or Hebrew script; JTA bulletins; typescript on the trial of students in Poland; copy of Radio Free Europe research report; translations of articles from Russian and Polish press; memorandums; text of monitored broadcasts; journal articles; press releases; booklet on Auschwitz</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German, Italian or Hungarian; press release; typescript papers, in Hebrew script; text of monitored broadcasts; Radio Liberty research bulletin; Radio Free Europe research reports; typescript notes; journal articles; bibliographical reference</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>newspaper cuttings, one in German</td>
<td>1969-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - general</td>
<td>newspaper cuttings, one in French</td>
<td>1968-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Argentina</td>
<td>newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German or Spanish; typescript of a newspaper article; correspondence, typescript report of the Congreso Judio Mundial; Delegacion de Asociaciones Israelitas Argentinas paper; translation of an article 'the Argentinian Jews' by Natan Lerner; paper 'Antisemitismo en clase obrera'</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Brazil</td>
<td>newspaper, JTA and other press service cuttings; journal article, in Spanish</td>
<td>1964-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Chile</td>
<td>newspaper and JCNS cuttings, one in Spanish; Congreso Judio Mundial paper 'Alianza Arabe &quot;socialista&quot; en Chile?'</td>
<td>1967, 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Uruguay</td>
<td>newspaper cuttings, in French, Spanish or German, one in English; journal article; typescript paper 'Declaracion del comite central israelite del Uruguay'; typescript translations of articles; calling card</td>
<td>1966-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; summary and analysis of civil rights and civil liberties decisions of the Supreme Court, 1966-7; magazine and journal articles</td>
<td>1968-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>race relations: newspaper and JTA cuttings; World Jewish Congress memorandums; summary of report of the report of the national advisory commission on civil disorders; Commission on Community Interrelations report on the impact of the Newark riot of 1967 on the Jewish community</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>Jewish and black communities: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; analysis of a legal case Hobson v. Hansen; magazine and journal articles; press releases</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>Jews: newspaper and JTA cuttings,</td>
<td>1967-70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MS 241 2/74 some in German; JTA bulletins; press releases; correspondence; minutes of meeting; memorandum; magazine article, in French; booklet

**MS 241/3 Subject sequence**

**IJA A(SUB) MS 241 3/1**

Anti-Nazi organisations: newspaper cuttings; journals, pamphlets and information papers, in French, German, Spanish or Italian; typescript catalogue of books, films and film strips on Nazi racial policies compiled by Stanley Rowe

1960-70

**IJA A(SUB) MS 241 3/2**

Anti-Semitic manifestations - general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German or Hebrew script; press survey; American Jewish Committee Institute of Human Relations booklet on current anti-Semitic activities; correspondence, some in German; typescript list of anti-Semitic manifestations; journal article, one in German; typescript papers, some in Spanish; leaflets

1963-70

**IJA A(SUB) MS 241 3/3**

Anti-Semitic manifestations - Canada: newspaper and JTA cuttings

1963-8

**IJA A(SUB) MS 241 3/4**

Anti-Semitic manifestations - Germany: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; journal article

1963-70

**IJA A(SUB) MS 241 3/5**

Anti-Semitic manifestations - Great Britain: newspaper and JTA cuttings; circulars; American Jewish Committee memorandum

1963-8

**IJA A(SUB) MS 241 3/6**

Anti-Semitic manifestations - United States of America: newspaper and JTA cuttings

1965-70

**IJA A(SUB) MS 241 3/7**

Anti-Semitism - World Jewish Congress special European conference, London: conference papers, including provisional list of delegates, minutes, surveys of countries, addresses; correspondence, some in French or German; newspaper and JTA cuttings

1960-4

**IJA C(SUB) MS 241 3/8**

Churches and Jews: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; journal articles, some in German or Italian; copy of a paper, in French, on Abraham in a series 'Le Quart d'Heure Biblique de la source de vie'; correspondence; memorandums; pamphlets; litigation docket of pending cases affecting freedom of religion and separation of church and state; press statement; Commission of International Affairs papers

1963-70

**IJA D(SUB) MS 241 3/9**

Demjanjuk trial: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; press release; press bulletin; journal and magazine articles; transcript of a radio broadcast; memorandum

1985-8

**IJA E(SUB) MS 241 3/10**

East-West relations - general: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German or Russian; journal article; transcripts of a speech by Mikhail Gorbachev and of a television interview

1987-91

**IJA E(SUB) MS 241 3/11**

East-West relations - speeches, articles: copies of United States of America information service official texts; newspaper articles, in Russian; journal articles and journals, some in German; Radio Free Europe research reports; information papers; copies of Heritage lectures; text of monitored broadcast; bibliographical references

1984-90
IJA G(SUB) MS 241 3/12  Gulf crisis: newspaper cuttings; text of monitored broadcasts; press releases; information papers; Arab media survey 1990-1

IJA H(SUB) MS 241 3/13  Hijacking: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; magazine article, in German; correspondence 1969-70

IJA H(SUB) MS 241 3/14  Human rights: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German; journal articles, one in German; journals; World Jewish Congress papers; United Nations papers; newsletter 1967-70

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/15  Nazism - general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; press survey; magazine articles, some in German; typescript papers; list of German and other Nazis in Egypt 1963-70

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/16  Nazism - Argentina: magazine article, in French; journal article and journal, in German; copy of a handbill, in German 1956-61

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/17  Nazism - Austria: journals and newspaper, in German; copy of an anti-Semitic song and anti-Semitic cartoons 1960-2

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/18  Nazism - Belgium: copies of correspondence and papers, in French, German or Italian; copies of 'Declarations du nouvel orre Europeen' and 'rapport presente par le chef du mouvement social belge'; newspaper, in French 1959-62

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/19  Nazism - Canada: two Canadian intelligence service papers; circular; typescript paper 1962

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/20  Nazism - France: copies of La vie juive 1953-60

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/21  Nazism - Germany: newspaper cuttings and newspapers, in German; copies of Suchlicht; journal and journal articles, in German; white paper published by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany; pamphlets, some in German; World Jewish Congress report 'on experiences gained in the observation of and fight against right-wing extremist and anti-Semitic tendencies' 1960-3

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/22  Nazism - Great Britain: newspaper cuttings and newspapers, some in German; copies of Action and of Panorama; leaflets; correspondence, some in German; pamphlets 1952-63

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/23  Nazism - Italy: copies of newspapers and papers, in Italian; copy of Orientamenti 1956-61


IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/25  Nazism - Sweden and Einar Aberg: copies of pamphlets, leaflets and papers, some in German; newspapers, journals, in Swedish, correspondence, some in German; JTA cuttings 1948-62

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/26  Nazism - United States of America: copies of newspaper articles and papers of Horace Sherman Miller, some in Spanish or German; magazine and journal articles; copies of Common sense 1957-61

IJA N(SUB) MS 241 3/27  Nazism - Uruguay: newspapers, in Spanish; photograph of individuals at a Congreso Judío Mundial meal; typescript papers, some in Spanish or German, including a report on the position of the Arabs in Uruguay 1956-62
IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/28  Neo-Nazism - general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German or Hungarian; journals, some in German; press survey; correspondence and memorandums, some in German; information papers; copy of Look magazine  1958-68

IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/29  Neo-Nazism - Sweden: newspaper cuttings, some in Hebrew script; translations of articles; memorandums, some in German; typescript paper, in German; copies of Expressen, in Swedish  1964-6


IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/31  New left - miscellaneous: journal articles; magazine article; newspaper cutting; pamphlets  1967-71

IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/32  New left - black support for Arabs: newspaper cuttings and extracts from press survey; American Jewish Congress memorandum  1969-70

IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/33  New left - The militant: three parts of an interview with Arie Bober  1970

IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/34  New left - National guardian: articles  1967-70

IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/35  New left - Ramparts: articles  1967

IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/36  New left - Spartacist: article; issue number one of Spartacist east published by the New York City Spartacist League  1968

IJA N(SUB)  MS 241 3/37  New left - Workers world: article; one issue  1967, 1970

IJA O(SUB)  MS 241 3/38  Occupied territories: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; text of monitored broadcasts; circulars; leaflet; print out of a paper 'The Australian experience: the politics of anti-Semitism' by W.B.Rubinstein; copy of a draft American Jewish Congress paper on the Commission on economic discrimination and the commission on law and legislation and their role in the Congress; copy of typescript article on the Arab boycott; copy of a briefing paper on Palestinian women; information papers; typescript list, in German; Central African Jewish Board of Deputies report; journal articles and journals, one in German; newsletters; press releases; Board of Deputies of British Jews report on synagogue membership, 1983; print out of a lecture 'Are normal politics possible for Jews?' by Allan Silver  1970-88

IJA P(SUB)  MS 241 3/39  Paris exhibition: correspondence, circulars, some in French; draft typescripts of catalogue; copies of catalogue of the World Jewish
Congress exhibit; press release; newspaper cutting; JTA articles; copy of a letter, in French, from General De Gaulle, 1940: copy 1965

**IJA P(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/40 [R]**
Poverty project: drafts of project report; statistics and reports of the boys' careers and employment advisory department; synopses of case files, giving such details and name, address, education, parents' profession, and history and reason for application; correspondence; statistics; draft questionnaires; working papers; newspaper cuttings 1967-71

**IJA R(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/41**
Refugees: journals, including copies of *ABN correspondence* and *Harsona*; newspapers, in Russian or Hungarian; correspondence; typescript notes, in Hungarian 1960-70

**IJA R(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/42**
Russia: typescript and some printed articles, some in Russian or Polish; correspondence c.1970-80

**IJA S(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/43**
Student activism: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German, Spanish or Hungarian; memorandum; typescript paper, in French; journal articles, some in French 1968-70

**IJA S(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/44**
Swastika epidemic: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; text of monitored broadcast; report by N.Robinson; articles and typescript papers, in German; correspondence, some in French or German 1959-60

**IJA W(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/45**
War crimes: correspondence, some in German 1950-65

**IJA W(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/46**
World Jewish Congress: correspondence; War Refugees Board report on Czechoslovakia and translation of a report from Jewish National Committee residing in Warsaw, 10 Feb 1944; notes and reports on the position of Jews in various countries, some in French or Czechoslovakian; text of addresses; paper relating to the United Nations War Crimes Commission; minutes; typescript papers, some in German; lists of members of Jewish committees; statements; pamphlet and leaflets; correspondence, some in French or German; printed statement submitted to the Parish conference; copies of *Bulletin of the Department of Culture and Education; The question of refugees: documents for the special committee on refugees and displaced persons*; printed reports and memorandums 1944-6

**IJA W(SUB)**
**MS 241 3/47**
World Jewish Congress/Institute of Jewish Affairs: periodic reports on the Jewish position; 'Nasser's Egypt' by Nehemiah Robinson 1961-4

**MS 241/4**  
**Papers of individuals**

**IJA A(PER)**
**MS 241 4/1**
Mr Aronsfeld: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in German; journal articles, some in French or Italian; brief on the Middle East; typescript paper 'The controversy over Jerusalem: elements of a solution' by Revd Edward H.Flannery; press releases 1967-71

**IJA B(PER)**
**MS 241 4/2/1**
Dr Stephen Barber - Austria: correspondence, typescript papers, some in German 1944-6

**IJA B(PER)**
Dr Stephen Barber - Children's scheme: correspondence, some in 1945-8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/2/2</td>
<td>German or Czech; lists of children, one in Czech, brought out from Czechoslovakia; 'Correspondents' service of European Jewish children' booklet; black and white photographs; donation leaflets</td>
<td>1947-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/2/3</td>
<td>Dr Stephen Barber - Czechoslovakia: correspondence, some in German or Czech; typescript papers and newspaper articles, in Czechoslovakian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/2/4</td>
<td>Dr Stephen Barber - Germany, Bergen-Belsen and Committee for Jews in Germany: correspondence, much in German; copy of an identification card of ex-political prisoners of concentration camps; agenda, minutes; typescript papers, some in French; press release</td>
<td>1945-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/2/5</td>
<td>Dr Stephen Barber - Relief efforts: correspondence, some in Czech; newspapers, typescript papers, in Czech; photographs; booklet</td>
<td>1945-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/2/6</td>
<td>Dr Stephen Barber - United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration: correspondence; typescript papers; journal of sessions of the council; lists of committee members, draft resolution, information and other council papers</td>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/2/7</td>
<td>Dr Stephen Barber - Yugoslavia: correspondence; invoice; typescript notes on Yugoslavia; pencil notes</td>
<td>1946-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/2/8</td>
<td>Dr Stephen Barber - general: extract from a journal; booklets; circulars; poster; letter; agreement between the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration and the Preparatory Commission of the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation</td>
<td>1944-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/3/1</td>
<td>Dr N.Barou - general: correspondence; typescript papers; proofs; paper, in Hebrew script; pamphlet, journal articles by Barou; newspapers, some in Swedish or Hebrew script; reports, one in French</td>
<td>1941-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/3/2</td>
<td>Dr N.Barou - memorandums: typescript paper 'The way back Belsen camp 1945-55' by Barou; memorandums; notes; working paper</td>
<td>1948-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/3/3</td>
<td>Dr N.Barou - 'Operation Oasis': correspondence; typescript paper 'A glimpse into inferno'; newspaper articles</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA B(PER) MS 241 4/3/4</td>
<td>Dr N.Barou - persecution of the Jews in Nazi occupied territory: typescript papers and notes, some in German; newspaper articles; correspondence; memorandums</td>
<td>1942-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(PER) MS 241 4/4/1</td>
<td>Dr Michael Checinski - interviews: transcripts of interviews, in Polish; cassettes of interviews</td>
<td>Oct 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(PER) MS 241 4/4/2</td>
<td>Dr Michael Checinski - correspondence: correspondence of and relating to Checinski, some in Polish; typescript articles and papers, some in Polish</td>
<td>1971-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(PER) MS 241 4/4/4</td>
<td>Dr Michael Checinski - text: typescript text of book, in English, with manuscript annotations</td>
<td>1970s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(PER) MS 241 4/4/5</td>
<td>Dr Michael Checinski - final text: final typescript text of book, in</td>
<td>1970s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/4/5</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJA C(PER)</td>
<td>Dr Michael Checinski - articles: typescripts of 'The decision of the Jewish anti-Fascist committee to affiliate to the World Jewish Congress' by Yitzhak Rosenberg and 'Pro Domus: the case of Boris Pasternak' by D.Segal</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/4/6</td>
<td>Dr Nahum Goldmann - general: text of addresses and articles by Goldmann; correspondence; newspaper, JTA and other press service cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; bibliographical reference</td>
<td>1935-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/5/1</td>
<td>Dr Nahum Goldmann - autobiography: book reviews, some in German, press release relating to Goldmann's autobiography</td>
<td>1969-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/5/2</td>
<td>Dr Nahum Goldmann - typescript works: typescripts of four articles, in German, an address and 'The Jewish people in world politics'; newspaper article</td>
<td>1951-72, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/5/3</td>
<td>Dr Nahum Goldmann - works: copies of newspapers, journal articles, publications, some in German; pamphlet; typescript addresses, one in French</td>
<td>1910-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/5/4</td>
<td>David L.Hoggan: correspondence, some in German; newspaper cuttings, newspapers, some in German, one in Hungarian; notes; invoice; journal, in German; copy of Der spiegel</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/7</td>
<td>Erwald Mikson: correspondence; notes</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/8</td>
<td>Lady Reading - photographs: loose photographs, including portraits of family members, and of Lady Reading at various functions; photograph album of people, buildings and scenery from overseas travel, 1931-2; newsletter; correspondence</td>
<td>1930s-60s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/9</td>
<td>Lady Reading - typescript: copy of the typescript of 'For the record: the memoirs of Eva, Marchioness of Reading, as told to David Tutaev'; letter to Lady Reading concerning the typescript</td>
<td>c.1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/10/1</td>
<td>Dr S.J.Roth - general files, German office: correspondence, some in German; typescript report</td>
<td>1950-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/10/2</td>
<td>Dr S.J.Roth - general files, Warren W.Eisenberg: memorandums, information papers from the Coordinating Board of Jewish Organisations to Warren M.Eisenberg; United Nations paper with the calendar of meetings</td>
<td>1979-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/10/3</td>
<td>Dr S.J.Roth - general files, Hungary: correspondence, some in German or Hungarian; typescript papers, including one, in German, on Adolf Eichmann; copies of documents, in German, 1944 Note stating that the file should be kept</td>
<td>1944, 1950-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/10/4</td>
<td>Dr S.J.Roth - general files, Elan Steinberg: memorandums and reports on United Nations general assemblies by Elan Steinberg</td>
<td>1979-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/10/5</td>
<td>Dr S.J.Roth - file I/6b, World Jewish Congress, New York: correspondence; memorandums</td>
<td>1978-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241 4/10/6</td>
<td>Dr S.J.Roth - file I/6c: correspondence between Roth and Israel Singer</td>
<td>1979-83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IJA R(PER)  MS 241 4/10/7  Dr S.J.Roth - file I/32: inter-office memorandums; correspondence 1974-85

IJA R(PER)  MS 241 4/10/8  Dr S.J.Roth - file I/32a: agendas, minutes of staff and office meetings 1975-84

IJA R(PER)  MS 241 4/10/9  Dr S.J.Roth - file I/34: lecture notes and texts of lectures by Roth 1968-78

IJA R(PER)  MS 241 4/10/11  Dr S.J.Roth - file W/17B: World Jewish Congress European branch correspondence, memorandums, agenda, reports, papers 1968-83

IJA S(PER)  MS 241 4/11  Hilel Storch: copies of correspondence, some in German; typescript papers, in German 1945-83


IJA W(PER)  MS 241 4/13  Dr Stephen S.Wise: correspondence; notes; copies of newspaper and JTA cuttings; typescripts, in German 1919-72

IJA W(PER)  MS 241 4/14  Robert Wistrich: articles by Wistrich and others for a publication on anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism edited by Wistrich 1986

**MS 241/5**  **General additional sequence**

MS 241 5/1  Anti-Semitism: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; journal articles, some in French; typescripts, some in French; press release; leaflet, in French; correspondence, in French 1968-80

MS 241 5/2  Beth Hatfutzot computer records: correspondence with Jewish organisations, some in French, German or Polish 1983-4

MS 241 5/3  B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation League: memorandum from Dr S.J.Roth 16 Feb 1979
MS 241 5/4 Board of Deputies: committee minutes; correspondence; memorandums; research unit paper 'The Jewish dead in the Great War as an indicator for Anglo-Jewish demography and class stratification in 1914' 1967-74

MS 241 5/5 Books: newspaper, JCNS and press service cuttings, some in French or German; typescript list of international anti-Semitic, neo-Nazi and right wing radical press; journal articles, some in French; typescript 'The Memorah journal index of Jewish art'; information papers, one in German; UNESCO list of documents and publications; press digest, in German 1967-9

MS 241 5/6 Willy Brandt: newspaper article, in German 1 Nov 1969

MS 241 5/7 Catholics and Middle East: newspaper cuttings, some in French; journal articles, some in German; Christians support unified Jerusalem; pamphlets; typescripts; press release 1969-72

MS 241 5/8 CPSU 19th Congress: newspaper cuttings and newspapers, some in Russian; information bulletin; journal article; booklet, in German; text of monitored broadcasts 1987-8

MS 241 5/9 CPSU 27th Congress: newspaper cuttings, some in French German or Hebrew script; newspapers, in Russian; programmes; text of monitored broadcasts; Radio Liberty research reports; booklet Rules of the Communist party of the Soviet Union; information bulletin; journal article; bibliographical reference 1977, 1985-6

MS 241 5/10 CPSU 28th Congress: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; copy of Soviet news 1990

MS 241 5/11 Ethnic minorities: newspaper cuttings, some in French or Hebrew script; booklets; report; book list; bibliographical references 1984-7

MS 241 5/12 European Council of Jewish Community Services: World Jewish Congress report on thirty sixth statutory meeting of the Council 19 Nov 1979

MS 241 5/13 J. Gunz: correspondence, lists, legal agreements relating to the transfer of documents of Gunz to the Hebrew University, Jerusalem 1975

MS 241 5/14 Hijacking: transcripts of tapes of a trial 1971

MS 241 5/15 Indemnification: newspaper, JTA and press service cuttings, some in French or German; papers, in French or Hungarian; 'Bundesgesetzblatt' with details of indemnification treaties with various countries and maps; transcripts; correspondence 1960-86

MS 241 5/16 Institute of Jewish Affairs: reports; copies of Jewish affairs; programme 1941-2

MS 241 5/17 Institute of Jewish Affairs survey: questionnaires; correspondence 1969

MS 241 5/18 Institute of Jewish Affairs Panel on International Law: minutes; agenda; articles; papers; text of broadcast; press release 1978

MS 241 5/19 Israeli politics: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; text of monitored broadcasts 1985

MS 241 5/20 Jewish communities: correspondence; World Jewish Congress reports of visits, including to Spain, Portugal, Tunisia, Morocco, 1952-80
Salisbury and Rhodesia; memorandums, some in French; reports of meeting with representatives of Latin America Jewry; information note, in French; typescripts, including 'The Jews in Iraq'; second report of the sixth session of the United Nations General Assembly

| MS 241 5/21 | Jewish communities: newspaper and JTA cuttings and articles, some in French, German or Hebrew script; journal articles, some in German; report of Council of Europe session; press digests, in French; World Jewish Congress memorandum; typescripts, one in German; press releases; reports, one in French, including reports of visits of the Philippines and China; correspondence; text of a lecture by Allan Silver; newsletter; 'Declaration of the Pan-American Conference on Catholic-Jewish relations'; copy of publications, in German or Hebrew script; text of monitored broadcasts; bibliographical references | 1958-87 |

| MS 241 5/22 | Jewish communities: newspaper cuttings, some in Hebrew script; correspondence; reports, including one on the World Jewish Congress mission to Eastern Europe; journal articles; pamphlets; congress paper | 1969-83 |

| MS 241 5/23 | Jewish communities: print out giving geographical descriptions of communities Aargau-Nagasaki | n.d. |

| MS 241 5/24 | Jews in Arab countries: minutes of committees of the Falasha Welfare Association; memorandums; International Conference of Jews and Christians paper; Jewish-Catholic meeting memorandum of understanding; paper, in Spanish; 'Summary of conclusions' | c.1966-75 |

| MS 241 5/25 | Kibbutz: journal articles; journals; photocopy of thesis 'Ideology and communal society: the Israeli kibbutz' by Alison M. Bowes, 1977; typescripts, some in Hebrew script; copy of Jerusalem post; press release; Settlement Study Centre working paper; list of publications | 1977-82 |

| MS 241 5/26 | Lebanon war: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; journal and magazine articles, some in Italian; extracts from Hansard; analysis report; typescripts | 1982-6 |

| MS 241 5/27 | Middle East: newspaper cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; journal articles, some in French; text of monitored broadcasts; copies of Arabic newspapers; journal | 1973-87 |

| MS 241 5/28 | Middle East: newspaper cuttings, some in French; journal articles, some in French; journal; typescripts; text of monitored broadcasts; background paper | 1981-8 |

| MS 241 5/29 | Middle East: copies of newspaper cuttings; copy of Free Palestine newsletter; Amnesty International newsletters; 'The military balance, 1985-6'; copies of press releases; transcripts of broadcast interviews; Hansard | 1985 |

| MS 241 5/30 | Morocco: photographs of documents, reports, surveys, in French or Arabic | 1959 |

| MS 241 5/31 | Oswald Mosley: newspaper cuttings | 1983 |

| MS 241 5/32 | Robert Mugabe: transcript of a meeting with Mugabe | 17 Jul 1984 |

| MS 241 5/33 | Occupied territories: newspaper cuttings; journal and magazine | 1988 |
articles; briefing papers; text of monitored broadcasts; typescript
executive summary 'Testimony of the Jewish Labor Committee
and the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory
Committee before the United States Trades Representative'; text of
interviews; bibliographical references

MS 241 5/34 Olympic games: correspondence; transcripts of meetings with
officials from the Russian embassy 1979-80

MS 241 5/35 Palestinian Liberation Organisation: newspaper cuttings, some in
French; text of monitored broadcasts; journal articles; copy of
Sunday Times magazine article; typescript 'Lest we forget Munich
72, Montreal 76'; American Jewish Committee paper 'The PLO's
council faces critical choices'; press releases; press review, in
French 1975, 1988

MS 241 5/36 Palestine National Council: newspaper cuttings and articles, some
in French or Hebrew script; English translation of 'The Palestinian
national covenant'; text of monitored broadcasts; typescripts; copy
of Focus 1988-9

MS 241 5/37 Persecution of the Jews: newspaper cuttings 1933

MS 241 5/38 "Registry" to Cabinet Office and Foreign Office documents n.d.

MS 241 5/39 Restitution: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in German,
Hebrew script or Hungarian; journal cutting; memorandum;
booklet; letter, in German; bibliographical reference 1967-82

MS 241 5/40 Russia: typescript 'J.Heibler's first report on journey to Russia'
n.d. [1938 ?]

MS 241 5/41 Russia: list of journals; journals; IJA research reports; copies of
documents, in Russian, relating to a legal issue 1968-88

MS 241 5/42 Turkey: newspaper and press service cuttings 1967-70

MS 241 5/43 Turkey: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; text of
monitored broadcasts 1985

MS 241 5/44 United Nations - conferences: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some
in Hebrew script; reports; booklets; newsletters; correspondence;
memorandums 1975-85

MS 241 5/45 United Nations - Copenhagen 'Women's decade' conference:
newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French, German or
Hebrew script; typescripts; pamphlets; press release 1980-6

MS 241 5/46 United Nations Division for Palestinian Rights: press release;
letter; papers 1984-5

MS 241 5/47 United Nations General Assembly: records of sessions 1982

MS 241 5/48 United Nations Non Government Division for Palestinian Rights:
newspaper cuttings and newspapers, some in Hebrew script;
leaflets, one in French; list of participants; papers; reports; booklet,
in French; summary background papers, one in Arabic 1984-6

MS 241 5/49 World Jewish Congress: newspaper cuttings, one in French;
circulars; list of membership of councils, committees and notes on
research committee; report of national conference, 1943; report of
world executive and British section, 1940; constitution; 1939-74
correspondence; typescript report of the general secretary, Jun 1941; press bulletins; 'Summary record of a meeting of the leadership group of the World Jewish Congress', 1973

**MS 241 5/50**  
World Jewish Congress: correspondence; 'Proposed agreement between the World Jewish Congress and the World Zionist Organisation'; aide memoire of meeting with Dr Kessler; 'The Vatican and the Jewish community: a statement by the International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations'  
1975-9

**MS 241 5/51**  
World Jewish Congress and European Jewish Congress: newspaper cuttings; minutes, some in French; resolutions, agenda, reports, papers of the European Jewish Congress Geneva meeting, 1986; typescript booklet 'Fiftieth anniversary of the World Jewish Congress'; memorandums; minutes; IJA research reports; journal articles, some in Greek or Italian; pamphlets; leaflets, in Russian; papers  
1970-91

**MS 241 5/52**  
Folders of photocopies of cuttings from newspapers and magazines, some of the captions in Hebrew script  
1941-5

---

**MS 241/6**  
*Film and sound recordings*

**MS 241 6/1/1**  
Three cans of 16mm film, sound recording tapes and microfilm of World Jewish Congress congresses  
n.d.

**MS 241 6/1/2**  
Eight cans of nitrate film  
n.d.

**[N/A]**

**MS 241 6/2**  
Sound recordings including World Jewish Congress meetings  
n.d.
**MS 241/7 Numerical sequence**

| MS 241/7/1 | General biographies: New Year Honours lists, the Queen's birthday honours list; list of Britain's top 300 richest people | Dec 1990-Dec 1993 |
| MS 241/7/2 | Biographies–Aa-Af: newspaper, journal articles, some in German, on Willem Aantjes, David Aaron, Talal ibn Abdullah, Rosalie Abella, Einar Åberg, Reuven Abergil, Joseph Abilean, in German, Harold Abrahams, Israel Abrahams, Dr Phyllis Abrahams, Morris Abrahamson, Dr Israel Abramowitz, Dahan Yechezkel Abramsk, Jenny Abramsky, Josef Abs, in German, Radwan Abu Ayyash, Professor Osman Achiowicz, Hans Gunther Adler, in German and English, Jacob Adler, Scholem Adler-Rudel, Robert Adley, Theodor W. Adorno; 'American impressions of the Arab world' speech by Senator James Abourezek | May 1961-May 1991 |
| MS 241/7/3 | Biographies–Ernst Achenbach: newspaper and journal articles, some in French and German | Apr 1970-Aug 1974 |
| MS 241/7/4 | Biographies–Konrad Adenauer: newspaper and journal articles, some in German | Apr 1969-Feb 1976 |
| MS 241/7/5 | Biographies–Ag-Al: newspaper, journal articles, some in French or German, on Yaacov Agam, the Agnelli family, Spiro T. Agnew, Shimon Agranat, Ada Aharoni, Professor Yohannan Aharoni, Conrad Ahlers, Emile Ajar, Lajser Ajchenrand, Morris Alexander, Saul Alinsky, Woody Allen, Salvador Allende, Mordechai Allon, Gila Almigar, Yosef Almogi, Shulamit Aloni, Shalom Altman, Dr Alexander Altmann, Natan Alteman, and Shlomo Alva | Apr 1966-Nov 1991 |
| MS 241/7/6 | Biographies–Samuel Y. Agnon: newspaper, journal articles, some in French, Italian, German or Hebrew script | Jul 1955-Feb 1971 |
| MS 241/7/7 | Biographies–Sholem Aleichem: newspaper and journal articles, some in German | Mar 1958-May 1976 |
| MS 241/7/8 | Biographies–Yigal Allon: newspaper, journal articles, some in French or German | Apr 1958-Mar 1990 |
| MS 241/7/9 | Biographies-Am-Ar: newspaper, journal articles on Leopold Amery, Jehuda Amichai (German text), Barbara Amiel, Morris J. Amiay, Professor Moses Amzalak, Manuel de Anchoarena, Charles Angoff, Walter H. Annenberg, Dr Ernst Anrich (German text), Solomon S. R. Ansky, Samih Anwar, Professor Austin J. App (German text), Melvin Appel, Aharon Appelfeld, Samson Apter, Yasser Arafat (some in German), Zalman Aranne, Mordecai Ardon, Hannah Arendt (some in French or German), Moshe Arens (some in German), Ha'Aretz, Schlomo Argov, Harry Ariel, Celia Arieli, Helmut Aris (German text), Dr Chaim Arlosoroff (some in German), Ghaith Najib Armanazi, Paul Arnsberg (German text), Cesar Aronsfield | Oct 1955-Jul 1992 |
| MS 241/7/10 | Biographies-Idi Amin: newspaper, journal articles | Oct 1975-Sep 1985 |
| MS 241/7/11 | Biographies-Raymond Aron: newspaper, journal articles, some in French or German | Mar 1969-Oct 1986 |
| MS 241/7/12 | Biographies-As-Az: newspaper, journal articles on Isidore Gordon Ascher, Motti Ashkenazi, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Hanan Ashrawi, Isaac Asimov, Hafez al-Assad, Naim Attallah, Ntim Atallah, Jacques Attali (some in French), Moshe Azmon (German text), Lazar Averbuch, Sir Henry d’Avigdor-Goldsmid, Sir James d’Avigdor-Goldsmid, Avraham Avi-Hai (German text), Mordechay Avi-Shaul (? text), Michael Avi-Yonah (German text), Menahem Aviadom, Yehuda Avner, Professor Shlomo Avineri, Uri Avneri (German text), Julius Axelrod, Arthur Axmann | Aug 1959-Nov 1996 |
| MS 241/7/13 | Biographies-Sholem Asch: newspaper and journal articles (some in German) | Apr 1955-Nov 1980 |
| MS 241/7/14 | Biographies-Ba-Bd: newspaper, journal articles on Isaac Babel (French and Hebrew script text), Lauren Bacall, George Backer, Leo Baecck (some in German), Sir Leon Bagrit, Sydney Bailey, James Baker, Leon Bakst, Lavy Bakstansky, Michail A. Bakunin (German text), Arthur James Balfour, George Ball, Lord Thomas Balogh, Aharon Barak (German text), Clifford Barclay, Daniel Barenboim, Haim Bar-Lev (German text), Sir John Barnes, Dr Richard Barnett, Alexander Baron, Salo Baron, Dr Aron Barth, Karl Barth (some in German, French), Wladyslaw Bartoszewski, Dr Rainer Barzel (some in German), Giorgio Bassani (some in German), Dr Jomov Ludwig Bato (German text), Leo Bauers (German text), Otto Bauer (German text), Farzad Bazoft | Jun 1957-Dec 1992 |
| MS 241/7/15 | Biographies-Dr Noah Barou: newspaper and journal articles, some in French, German, Italian; list of articles by Barou | Sep-Oct 1955 |
| MS 241/7/16 | Biographies-Bea-Bem: newspaper, journal articles on Cardinal Augustin Bea (German, French and English text), Abraham Beame (German and English text), Justice Bean, Simone de Beauvoir (German, French and English text), Moses W. Beckerman, Bernard Beckerman (Hebrew script text), Harold Beeley, Edith Beer, Richard Beer-Hofmann (German text), Zeev Binyamin Begin (German and English text), S. N. Behrman, Jossi Belin (German text), Alfred Beit, Berthold Beitz, Czöbel Bédró (? text), Professor Arkadi Belinkov, Sir Charles Belgrave, Professor Bell, Lord Beloff, Professor Max Beloff, Anne Beloff-Chain. | Sep 1955-Oct 1976 |
| MS 241/7/17 | Biographies—Begin: newspaper, journal articles (French, German, Hebrew script, Polish ?, and English text) | Jan 1957-Mar 1992 |
| MS 241/7/18 | Biographies—Saul Bellow: newspaper articles (German, French and English text) | Oct 1976-Jul 1987 |
| MS 241/7/19 | Biographies—Ben: newspaper, journal articles on Dahn Yitzhak Ben-Aharon, Ben-Amotz, Yitzhak Ben-Ari (German text), Shalom Ben-Chorin (German text), Eliahu Ben Elissar (German text), Paul Ben-Haim (German and English text), M. Acher Ben Nahon (French text), Professor Yoram Ben-Porath, Amos Ben-Vered, Eliezer Ben-Yehuda, Ben-Zion, Izhak Ben-Zvi, Bertram Benas, Reinhardt Bendix, Carlo de Benedetti (German and English text), Dr Imre Beneschofsky, Professor Raymond Benichou, Tony Benn, Cyril Bennet, Jack Benny, Yehoshua Bension, Ivor Benson, Mordechai Bentov (including photographs), Norman and Helen Bentwich (German and English text), Meron Benvenisti, Moshe Benvenisti (French text) | Jan 1956-Oct 1992 |
| MS 241/7/20 | Biographies—David Ben-Gurion: newspaper, journal articles and booklets (French, Hebrew script, German and English text) | Feb 1969-Apr 1988 |
| MS 241/7/21 | Biographies—Beo-Bez: newspaper, journal articles on Dr Isaac Berenblum, Dr Berend Bøa and Revd Dr Albert B. Belton (Hebrew script, Russian, ?, Hungarian, German and English text), Walter A. Berendsohn, Rabbi Elmer Berger (German and English text), Gershon Berger (Hebrew script text), Joseph Berger, Lili (?) Berger (Hebrew script text), Bernard Bergmann, Professor David E. Bergman, Professor Hugo Bergman (German, ?, and English text), Elisabeth Bergner (German and English text), Henri Bergson, Rabbi Eliezer Berkovits, Emmanuel Berl (French text), Irving Berlin, Itzhak Berman (French text), Herschel Bernadi, Count Folke Bernadotte (German and English text), Thomas Bernhard, Alex Bernstein, Edgar Bernstein (article by), Eduard Bernstein (article by), Leonard Bernstein (French and English text), Lewis Bernstein Namierovski (also known as Sir Lewis Namier), Peretz Bernstein, Rabbi Philip S. Bernstein, Daniel Berrigan, Professor Israel Bersohn, Dr Bruno Bettelheim, Ernest Bevin | Jun 1945-Sep 1992 |
| MS 241/7/22 | Biographies—Sir Isaiah Berlin: newspaper and journal articles (German and English text) | Mar 1957-Jun 1991 |
| MS 241/7/23 | Biographies—Bf-Bl: newspaper, journal articles on Chaim Nachman Bialik (Hebrew script and English text), Kenneth J. Bialkin, Dr F. R. Bienefeld (German and English text), Oto Bihalji-Merin (Oto Biha) (German text), Theodore Bikel (Hebrew script and English text), Dr Grete Bilbring, Yoav Biran, Nathan Birnbaum (French text), Solomon Birnbaum, Ian Black, Sir Misha Black, Theodor Blank, Herbert Blankenhorn, Rabbi Amram Blau, Jacob Blaustein, Ernest Bloch (Italian, French and English text), Dr Ernst Bloch (German, Italian and English text), Joshua Bloch, Marc Bloch, Eleazer Block, Major Louis Bloomfield, Lionel Blue, Léon Blum (French, German and English text), André Blumel, Brnhard Blumenkrantz (French text), Michael Blumenthal (French and English text) | May 1955-Jan 1989 |
| MS 241/7/24 | Biographies—Bm-Bq: newspaper, journal articles on Berta and Karel Bobath, Adolf Böhm (German text), Franz Böhm/Boehm (German and English text), Heinrich BÖLL, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, David Bookbinder, Daniel J. Boorstin, Menachem Boraisha (French text) | May 1955-Jan 1991 |
(Hebrew script text), Poul Borchsenius, Max Born (German text), Ber Borochov (French, Hebrew script and English text), P.W. Botha, Houari Boumediene (French and English text), Maurice Bourgès-Manoury, Abdelaziz Bouteflika (German and English text), Alvin Boyarsky

MS 241/7/25
Biographies—Habib Bourguiba: newspaper articles and books (German, French and English text). Nov 1958-May
1973

MS 241/7/26
Biographies—Br-Bz: newspaper, journal articles on Godfrey Bradman, Joel Brand, Esther Brandeau, Louis D.Brandes, Henry Brandon, Dr Friedrich (Fritz) L. Brassloff (German and English text), Dr Jacob Braude, Max Braude, Arik Brauer, Eva Braun, Wernher von Braun, Jules Braunschvig (French text), Bertolt Brecht (German text), Dr Marshall Breger, Yosif Haim Brenner, Leon Brittan, Max Brod (German and English text), Mario Broderson, Moshe Broderzon, Selig Brodetsky, Sir Israel Brodie, Vera Broïdo, Charles R.Bronfman, Jacob Bronowski, Martin Broszat (German and English text), Adolph G.Brotman, George Brown (French, German and English text), Rebecca (Lurie) Brown, Heinrich Bruning, Georges Brunschvig (German text), Zbigniew Brzezinski (German, French and English text), Solomon Buber, Ignatz Bubis (German and English text), John Buchan, Patrick Buchanan, Frank Buchanan, Art Buchwald, Dr Felix Buck (German text), William F.Buckley, Edith Bülbring, Bertha Bulescu (? text), Dr Josef Burg (German and English text), Yehuda Burla, Joseph Burstein, Stanley Burton

MS 241/7/27
Biographies—Willy Brandt: newspaper, journal articles (German, French and English text); transcript of speech by Brandt before the British Friends of Diaspora (Beth Hatefutsoth); papers by Brandt (German text) Oct 1969-Feb
1994

MS 241/7/28
Biographies—Edgar M.Bronfman and Samuel Bronfman: newspaper, journal articles (French, German, Hebrew script and English text) Aug 1971-Oct
1990

MS 241/7/29
Biographies—Martin Buber: newspaper, journal articles (French, Italian, German and English text) Feb 1969-Dec
1986

MS 241/7/30
Biographies—Ca-Cg: newspaper, journal articles on James Callaghan, Elias Canetti (German, French and English text), Joel Cang, Raffaele Cantoni (Italian and English text), Shoshana Cardin, Esriel Carlebach (German text), terrorist "Carlos" (German text), King Juan Carlos of Spain (German text), ? (Hebrew script text), Carrero Blanco (French text), David Carrington, Lord Carrington (German and English text), Karl Carstens, Billy Carter, Agostino Casaroli, Rabbi Bernard M. Casper, Moshe Castel, Luciana Castellina (Italian text), Henry Cattan, Nicolas Ceausescu (French text), Louis-Ferdinand Céline (German, French and English text), Miguel Cervantes (German text) Oct 1955-Jun
1992

MS 241/7/31
Biographies—Hilarion Capucci: newspaper and journal articles (French, German, Hebrew script and English text) Aug 1974-May
1982

MS 241/7/32
Biographies—Lord Caradon: newspaper articles Jul 1967-Sep
1990

MS 241/7/33
Biographies—Jimmy Carter: newspaper and journal articles (German, French and English text) Mar 1976-Dec
1977
| MS 241/7/34 | Biographies—René Cassin: newspaper and journal articles, and books (French and English text) | Dec 1968-Apr 1981 |
| MS 241/7/35 | Biographies—Ch-Ch: newspaper articles on Elise Chacour (French text), Professor Sir Ernst B. Chain, Lord Chalfont, Neville Chamberlain, Camille Chamoun (French and English text), Paul Channon, Charles Chaplin, G.K. Chesterton, Norman Chigier, General Chiang Kai-Shek, Jacques Chirac (French text), Hugh Cholmondeley, Noam Chomsky, William Chomsky, Chou En-Lai, André Chouraqui, Frank Church, Mr Winston Churchill (MP), Georges Clemenceau (French text), Sir Charles Clore | Apr 1975-Feb 1989 |
| MS 241/7/36 | Biographies—Marc Chagall: newspaper and journal articles (German, French and English text) | Nov 1966-May 1985 |
| MS 241/7/38 | Biographies—Co-Cu: newspaper, journal articles relating to General Morris A. Cohen, Dr Abraham Cohen, Albert Cohen (German and French text), Avi Cohen, Benjamin Cohen, Judge Clifford Cohen, Elie Cohen, Geisla (?) Cohen, Harriet Cohen, Lord Cohen of Birkenhead, Sir Karl Cohen, Lord Lionel L. Cohen, Sir John Cohen, John Michael Cohen, Leonard Cohen (German and English text), Yerocham Cohen, Chaim H. Cohn, Professor Ernst J. Cohn (German and English text), Dr Marcus Cohn (German text), Daniel Cohn-Bendit (German, French, and English text), Alec Colman, Christopher Columbus (Hebrew script, German and English text), Sir John Colville, Michael Comay, Joan Comay, Aaron Copland, Bernie Cornfield, Patrick Cosgrave, Pierre Cot (French text), Jack Cotton, Father Charles E. Coughlin, Abraham Couzin, L. Creditor (Hebrew script text), Alan Cranston, Javier Perez de Cuellar (German and English text), Alvaro Cunhal, Henri Curiel (French and English text) | May 1955-May 1993 |
| MS 241/7/40 | Biographies—Da-Dn: newspaper, journal articles on Roald Dahl, Ralf Dahrendorf (German and English text), the Dalai Lama, Sammy Davis Jr., Salvadore Dalí (German text), Dr Hendrik van Dam (German text), Ivan Daminuik (Hebrew script text), Dr Walther Darré (German text), Lili Darvas, Marcel Dassault (French text), Yefim Aronovich Davidovich, Norman Davies, Moshe Davis, Maarouf Al Dawalibi, Lucy Dawidowicz, Assaf Dayan, Ruth Dayan, Yael Dayan, Michel Debré, Charles De Gaulle (French, German and English text), Jane Degas, Edmund Dell, Salamon Dembitzer (Italian text), Lord Denning, Tibor Déry, Alan Dershowitz (German text), Raphael de Sola, André Deutsch, Ernst Deutsch (German text), Hans Deutsch (German and English text), Isaac Deutscher (French and English text), Tamara Deutscher, Charles Dickens, Shlomo Dickman, John Diefenbaker, Geogi Dimitrov, David Dinkins, the Dinstein Controversy (Hebrew script text), Ben-Zion Dinur, Gilberte Dijan (French text), Dr David Diringer (Hebrew script and English text), Franz Josef Disraeli (German text), Benjamin Disraeli (Hebrew script and English text), Hellmut Diwald (German text) | Jun 1954-Mar 1993 |
| MS 241/7/41 | Biographies—Moshe Dayan: newspaper and journal articles (French, Hebrew script, German, Italian and English text) | Jul 1957-Oct 1981 |
Biographies—Do-Dz: newspaper, journal articles on Marian Dobrosielski, B.F.Dolbin, Robert J.Dole, Karl Dönitz (German text), Julius Kardinal Döpfner (German and French text), Chajim Douek (German text), Albert Drach (German text), General David Dragunsky, Professor Gerald Draper, the Alfred Dreyfus Affair (French, German and English text), Michel Dreyfus-Schmidt (French and English text), Pierre Drieu la Rochelle (French text), Sir Godfrey Driver, Alexander Dubcek, Stefan Dubcek, Simon Dubnow (Hebrew script and English text), Père Marcel Dubois (French text), Georg Fredinand Duckwitz (German text), Dr Leon Dujovne, Aryeh Dulzin, Henri Dunant (French, German and English text), Frederich Dürenmatt (German and French text), Rudi Dutschke, Bob Dylan

Biographies—Ea-Ez: newspaper, journal articles on Alexander L.Easterman, Abba Eban (German, French, Hebrew script and English text), Leon Joseph Edel, Professor Gerald M.Edelman, Maurice Edelman (French and English text), Rafael Edelman (German text), Sir Anthony Eden, Professor Horst Ehmke (German and English text), Victor Ehrenberg (German text), Ilya Ehrenberg (German, Hebrew script and English text), Arthur Ehrhardt (German text), Marcus Einfeld, Dr Paul Einzig, Maurice N.Eisendrath, Paul Eisler, Raphael Eytan, Eliahu Elath, Zahava Elath, David Elazar (German and English text), Paul Elek, Aryeh Loav Eliav, T.S.Eliot, David Ellin, Anthony Elliott, Benno Elkan, Lady Polly Elwyn-Jones (formerly Pearl Binder), Lord Frederick Elwyn-Jones, Philip Emanuel, Victor Emanuel, Hanns W.Eppelsheimer (German text), Benjamin R.Epstein, Sir Jacob Epstein, Jerry Epstein, Professor Ludwig Erhard (German and English text), Erik Erikson, Morris Ernst, Felix Ermacora (German text), Eliahu Ilya Essas, Professor Shmuel Ettinger, Herbert Evatt, Julius Evola (German text), Ephraim Evron, Hans Jürgen Eysenck, Edwin Eytan, Walter Eytan

Biographies—Albert Einstein: newspaper, journal articles (Italian, Hebrew script, ?, French and English text)

Biographies—Levi Eshkol: newspaper and journal articles (German, French, Italian and English text)

Biographies—Fa-Fk: newspaper, journal articles on Laurent Fabius, Prince Fahd Ibn Abdul Aziz, General Mohamed Ali Fahmi (French text), King Faisal of Saudi Arabia (French, German and English text), Gerald Y.Falk, Rainer Werner Fassbinder (German and English text), Edgar Faure (German text), Pátrus Faure (French text), Per Fay-Hansen, Dr Richard Feder (? , German and English text), Simon Federbusch (German text), Jules Feiffer, Dianne Feinstein, Professor Michael Fekete, Leibl Louis Feldman, Dr Ernst Feldsberg (German text), Leon Feuchtwanger (German and English text), Alderman M.Fidler, Arnold Field, Zdenek Fierlinger, Dr Albert Fidgord (German text), Jacob Fine, Morris Finer, Professor Samuel E.Finer, Alain Finkielkraut (French text), Louis Finkelstein, Sir Monty Finiston, Geoffrey Finsberg, Robert Fisk, Gottfried Bermann Fischer (German text), Harry Fischer, Mendel Fisher, Max Fisher, Sir Woolf Fisher, Asher Fishman, Henri Fiszbin (French text), Sir William Fitzgerald

Biographies—Dr Hans Karl Filbinger: newspaper articles (German, French and English text)

Biographies—Fl-Fz: newspaper, journal articles on Samuel Flatto-Sharon (French and English text), Edmund Fleg (French and English text), Arthur Fleischmann, Dr Isi Foighel, Gerald Ford, the Fords of Dearborn (Henry Ford), Abe Fortas, Benoît Frachon (French text), Paul Fox, General Francisco Franco, Soleiman Frangie (French text), Anne Frank (French, German and English text), Anne Frankel, Josef Frankel, Professor Joseph Frankel, Joseph Fränkel, David Frankfurter (German and English text), Sidney Fanklin, Emil Franzel (German text), Alfred Frauenknecht (German text), Maurice Freedman, Max Freilich, Jacob Frenkel, Professor Zachariah Frenkel, Dr Miriam Freund, Erich Fried (German and English text), Maurice Friedberg, Emanuel Frieder (German text), Saul Friedländer (German text), Georges Friedmann (French text), Milton Friedman, Tuvia Friedman, Salomon Friedrich (French text), Max Frisch (German text), Ing Arnost Frischer (German text), Professor Herbert Frohlich, Professor Erich Fromm, Shimon Frug (German and English text), Jacek Frühling (German text), Summer Fuchs, William Fulbright

Biographies—Sigmund Freud and his family: newspaper articles (German and English text) on Sigmund Freud, Dr Anna Freud and the rest of his family

Biographies—Ga-Gl: newspaper, journal articles on A.L.Gaathon, Naum Gabo, Dr Dennis Gabor, Dora Gaitskell, Hugo Gaitskell, J.K.Galbraith (French text), Heinz Galinski (German, French and English text), Israeli Gallili (Hebrew script text), Dr Desider Galsky, Abdel Ghani Gamassi (French text), Abram Games, Mahatma Gandhi, Max Gans, Nessim D.Gaom (French and English text), Boris-Dov Gaponov, Roger Garaudy, Eli Gardos (German text), Michael Gurdish, Georg Gärtner (German text), Moses Gaster, Mordekhai Gazith, Reinhard Gahlen, Uri Geller, Professor Ernest Gellner, Hans Dietrich Genscher (German text), Harry Gersh, Joshua Gershman, George Gershwin (French and English text), Dr Meir Gertner, Herzl Gesang (Spanish text), Dr Christopher Giannou, Sampson Gideon, Therese Giehse, Edward Gievr (German and English text), Martin Gilbert, Tony Gilbert, Menahem Gilutz, Ralph Giordano (German text), Allen Ginsberg (German text), Harold Ginsberg, Morris Ginsberg, Alexander Ginsburg (German text), Lön Ginsburg (French text), Natalia Ginzburg, Giscard d’Estaing, Hans Bernd Gisevius, Charles Glass, Ruth Glass, Jacob Glatstein (Hebrew script and English text), Professor Nahum Glatzer, Hans Glogke (German and English text), Sir John Glubb, Professor Max Gluckman, Sir Louis Gluckstein, Dr Nelson Glueck

Biographies—Moamer Gaddafi: newspaper and magazine articles (French, German and English text)

Biographies—Dr Eugen Gerstenmaier: newspaper articles (German and English text)

Biographies—Gm-Gq: newspaper, journal articles on Joseph Goebbels, Justin Godart (French text), Professor S.D.Goitein, Alba Gold (Hebrew script text), Anatol Goldberg, Arthur
| MS 241/7/55 | Biographies—Lord Goodman: newspaper and journal articles (French and English text) | Apr 1972-May 1995 |
| MS 241/7/56 | Biographies—Gr-Gz: newspaper, journal articles on Lord Lew Grade, Michael Grade, Heinrich Graetz (German text), Billy Graham (French text), Katharine Graham, Rebecca Grat, Günter Grass (German and English text), Robert Graves (French text), Andrei Antonovich Grechko, Michael Green, Greenbaum (Hebrew script text), Hayim Greenberg, Max Greenstein, Miron Grindea, Shlomom Grodzenski, Andrei Andreieich Gromyko, Sammy Gronemann, Chaim Gross, John Gross, Alfred Grosser, Kurt Grossmann (German text), George Grosz (French text), Heinrich Grüber (German and English text), Ernest Gruening, Jizchak Grünbaum (German text), Daya I.Grunfeld, Paul Grüninger (German text), Hugo Gryn (German and English text), Henryk Grynberg (German text), Dr Maurice Grynfogel, Herschel Grynspan, Ernst Gugenheim, the Guggenheim family (German and English text), Professor Nico Gunzburg, Aileen Minda Bronfman de Gunzberg, Mordechai Gur (French and German text), Dr A.David Gurewitsch, Baron Guttenberg (Karl Theodor Freiherr von und zu Guttenberg) (German text), Sir Ludwig Guttmann, Simon Guttmann, Dr Jehoschua Guvrin (Oskar Grünbaum) (German text) | Jun 1959-Aug 1996 |
| MS 241/7/57 | Biographies—Guinness Trial: newspaper articles | May-Nov 1990 |
| MS 241/7/58 | Biographies—Ha-Hd: newspaper, journal articles relating to Ahad Ha'am (Hebrew script and English text), Yaakov Yisroel De Haan, Jacob de Haas, Willy Haas, George Habash (German, French and English text), Hans Habe (German and English text), Fritz Haber (German text), Philip Habib, Emile Habbib (French text), Otto von Habsburg (German text), Dr Frederick Hacker, Saad Haddad, Waldemar M.Wolff Haffkine, Dr Kurt Hahn (German and English text), Lola Hahn, Otto Hahn, Alexander Haig, Lord Hailsham, Rabbi H. Halberstam ? (Hebrew script text), Franz Halder, Yehuda Halévi (French text), Jacob Halevy, Earl of Halifax (Edward Wood), Jean Halpérin (French text), Rose Halprin, Marek Halter (French and English text), Avigdor Hameiri (German text), Mira Hamermesh, Paul Hamly, Dag Hammarskjöld, Hildegard Hamm-Brücher (German text), Armand Hammer, Zebulon Hammer (Hebrew script text), Oscar Hammerstein, Knut Hamsun, Irene Harand, Mike Harari, Isser Harel, Professor Yehoshafat Harkabi (German and English text), Itzhak Harkavi (Spanish and Portuguese text), Avraham Harman, | Dec 1955-Mar 1992 |
Zena Harman, Michael Harrington, Sir Joshua Hassan, S.M. Hassan II (French text), Kai-Uwe von Hassel (German text), Gerhart Haputmann, Rita Hauser, Dr Gideon Hausner (French and English text), Dr Adelaide Hautval, Max Hayward

**MS 241/7/59 IJA 07**

Biographies—He: newspaper, journal articles on Denis Healey, Edward Heath, Cardinal John Carmel Heenan, Friedrich Heers (German and English text), Joseph Heftma, Martin Heidegger (French text), Jascha Heifetz (German text), Professor H.A. Heilbronn, Rose Heilbron, Archbishop Bruno Heim, Eugene Heimler, Heinrich Heiner, Paul Heinreid, Professor Hans Heller, Dr Joseph Heller, Robert Heller, Professor Walter Heller, Isaac Hellmuth, Helman (Hebrew script text), Rose Henrqiues, H.O. von Hentig (German text), Joseph Herman, Stephan Hermlin (German text), Jeannie Hersh (German text), Abraham M. Hershberg (German text), Dr Joseph H. Hertz, Dr Gerhard Herzberg, Menno Hertzberger (German text), Dr Jacob/Yaacov Herzog, Dr Isaac Herzog, Vladimir Herzog, Abraham Heschele, Hans Hess, Moses Hess (Hebrew script, German and English text), Friedrich August von der Heydt (German text), Mohammed Heykal, Fritz Heymann (German text).

Dec 1957-1996

**MS 241/7/60 IJA 07**

Biographies—Heinrich Heine: newspaper and journal articles (German, Hebrew script and English text)

Aug 1956-May 1982

**MS 241/7/61 IJA 07**

Biographies—Dr Gustav Heinemann: newspaper and journal articles (German and English text)

Mar 1969-Jul 1976

**MS 241/7/62 IJA 07**

Biographies—Rabbi Dr Arthur Hertzberg: newspaper and journal articles (German, Hebrew script and English text) on Rabbi Dr Arthur Hertzberg

Dec 1972-Jan 1988

**MS 241/7/63 IJA 07**

Biographies—Theodor Herzl: newspaper and journal articles (Hebrew script, German and English text)

Aug 1965-Jan 1990

**MS 241/7/64 IJA 07**

Biographies—Chaim Herzog: newspaper and journal articles (French and English text)

Jan 1976-Feb 1993

**MS 241/7/65 IJA 07**

Biographies—Hf-Hz: newspaper, journal articles on Ellen Hilb, Raul Hilberg, Ayin Hillel, Shlomo Hillel (Hebrew script and English text), Andreas Hillgruber (German and English text), Professor Hilde Himmelweit, Paul Hindemith, Professor Kurt Hirsch, Baron Maurice de Hirsch, Robert von Hirsch, Samuel Raphael Hirsch, Alfred Hirschberg (German text), Walther Hirschberg, Ira Hirschmann, Eric Hobsbawm, Rolf Hochhuth (German text), Mordechai Hod, Dr Wilhelm Högner (French text), Jeffrey A. Hoffman, Philip E. Hoffman, Karl-Heinz Hoffmann (German text), Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Dr Robert Hofstadter, Douglas Hogg, Quintin Hogg, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, Erich Honecker, Sidney Hook, Dr Heinz Höppler (German text), Lord Hore-Belisha, Jascha Horenstein, Max Horkheimer (German and English text), Vladimir Horowitz (German and English text), Niklos Horthy von Nagybanya (German text), Alan Howard, Sir Michael Howard, Irving Howe, L. Ron Hubbard, Judith Hübner (German text), Bishop Trevor Huddleston, Cardinal Basil Hume, Hubert Humphrey, Sol Hurok, Leo Hurwitz, Gustav Husak, Saddam Hussein (German and English text), Fasal Hussein, Hadsch Amin el-Hussein (German and French text), Sir Julian Huxley, Abraham S. Hyman

Jan 1956-Nov 1996

**MS 241/7/66 IJA 07**

Biographies—Adolf Hitler: newspaper, journal articles (German, Dec 1968-Dec 1996)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IJA 07</th>
<th>Biographies—</th>
<th>French, ?, Portuguese and English text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS 241/7/67</td>
<td>King Hussein ibn Talal of Jordan: newspaper, journal articles (Hebrew script ? and English text)</td>
<td>Sep 1970-May 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241/7/68</td>
<td>newspaper, journal articles on Abraham Zevi Idelsohn, Beba Idelsohn, George Ignatieff, Roger Ikor, Ephraim Ilin, Naphtali Herz Imber, C. Infeld (Hebrew script text), Boris Iofan, Eugene Ionesco, Jules Isaac (French text), Professor Jacob Isaacs, Mordechai Ish-Shalom, Ahmed Ismaili</td>
<td>Dec 1956-Feb 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241/7/69</td>
<td>newspaper, journal articles on André Jabès (French text), Edmond Jabès (French and English text), Vladimir Zeev Jabotinsky (German and English text), Dr Isaac Jackson-Lipkin, Jesse Jackson (German and English), Jack F. R. Jacob, June Jacobs, Dr Louis Jacobs, Robert Jacobs, Charlotte Jacobson, Max Jaffa, Leib Jaffe, Raya Jaglom (French text), Dr Julius Jakobovits, Max Jakobson, Rabbi Meyer Jais, Neumann János (? text), Jankélévitch (French text), Lord Barnett Janner, Greville Janner (French and English text), Ludwig Jantz (German text), Hans Jaray, Jorge Jardin, Piotr Jaroszewicz, Gunnar Jarrig, Karl Jaspers (French text), Jacob Javits (French and English text), Marion Javits, Peter Jay</td>
<td>Mar 1969-May 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241/7/70</td>
<td>newspaper and journal articles (French, German and English text)</td>
<td>Feb 1975-Sep 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241/7/71</td>
<td>Lord Jakobovits: newspaper, journal articles (Hebrew script and English text)</td>
<td>Sep 1966-May 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241/7/73</td>
<td>newspaper, journal articles on Kadar Janos, (? text), E. L. Kadelburg ? (Hebrew script text), Farouik al-Kaddoumi, Lord Kagan, Lazar Kaganovich, Herman Kahn, Louis Kahn, Sir Otto Kahn-Freund, Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalisher, Horace M. Kallen, Emmerich Kálman (German text), Stanley Kalms, Um Kalthoum, Rabbi Jacob Kamenetzki ? (Hebrew script text), Ida Kaminska (German and English text), Immanuel Kant, Professor Leonid Kantorowicz, Alfred Kantorowicz (German text), Sol Kanee, Armand Kaplan (French, Hebrew script and English text), Mendel Kaplan, Mordecai M. Kaplan, Rabbi Kaplan, Revd Noach Kaplan, Isaac Kapnis (Hebrew script text), Dr Charles Kapralik, Herbert von Karajan (German and English text), Professor Joza Karas (German text), Ted Kaptchuk, Oskar Karbach (German text), Kardel (German and French text), Franz Karmasin (German text), Dr Maud Karpeles, Erich Kästner (German text), Sir Bernard Katz (German text), Label A. Katz, Moshe Katz, Manfred Katz (German text), Menke Katz, Aharon Katzir-Katchalsky (German text), Ephraim Katzir (French, German and English text), Professor Julius Katz-Suchy (German text), Shulamith Katznelson, Gerald Kaufman, Irving Kaifman, Edgar Kaufmann Jr., Dr Moysés Kauffmann (Portuguese text), Karl Kautsky (German text)</td>
<td>Jun 1954-Nov 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 241/7/74</td>
<td>newspaper and journal articles</td>
<td>Oct 1965-Oct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biographies—Rabbi Meir Kahane: newspaper, journal articles (French, Hebrew script and English text) 1990

Biographies—Kb-Kl: newspaper, journal articles on Professor Elie Kedourie, Viktor Kellner (German text), Claude Kelman (French text), Rabbi Wolfe Kelman, Hans Kelsen (German and English text), Harry Kemelman, Robert Kempner (German and English text), Amos Kennan, Jomo Kenyatta, Alexandre Kerenski (French text), Erich Kern (German text), Harry Kernoff, Cyril Kersh, Gerald Kersh, Istvan Kertesz, Yisrael Kessar, Joseph Kessel, Yoram Kessel, Leila Khaled, King Khalid, Aga Khan, Adnan Khashoggi (French and English text), Count von Kielmansegg (German and English text), David Kimche, Jon Kimche, Dr J.J. Kindt-Kiefer (German text), Alan King, Dr Martin Luther King, Sir Alec Kirkbridge, Lane Kirkland (French text), Jeane Kirkpatrick, Danilo Kis (German and English text), Professor Guido Kisch (German text), Ephraim Kishon (French, German and English text), Jacob Klatzkins (German text), Professor Joseph Klausner (German and English text), Margot Klausner, Paul Klecki (French text), Abraham Klein, Dr George Klein, Louis Klein, Thao Klein (French text), Paul Kletzki, Otto Klemperer (German, French and English text), James Klugmann 1993

Biographies—Senator Edward Kennedy, President John F. Kennedy, and Robert Kennedy: newspaper and magazine articles (German and English text) 1986

Biographies—Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini: newspaper, journal articles (German, French and English text) 1989

Biographies—Nikita Khrushchev: newspaper articles (French and English text) 1971

Biographies—Dr Kurt Georg Kiesinger: newspaper, journal articles (German and English text) 1971

Biographies—Henry Kissinger: newspaper, journal articles (French, German, Hebrew script and English text) 1994

Biographies—Beate and Serge Klarsfeld: newspaper, journal articles (German, French and English text) 1989

Biographies—Philip Klutznick: newspaper, journal articles (French, Hebrew script, German and English text) 1987

Biographies—Km-Kz: newspaper, journal articles on Edward Koch (German and English text), Erich Koch (German text), Israel Koenig (Hebrew script text), Pierre Koenig (French text), Hans Kohn (German and English text), Moshe Kol, Professor Ernst Kolman, Gertrud Kolmar, Aladár Komlós (? text), Marshal Konev, Leo König (Hebrew script text), George Konrad, Abraham I. Kook, Rabbi Zvi Yehudah HaCohen Kook, Rabbi Kopel Kahana, Rabbi Baruch Korff, Izhak Korn (Hebrew script, German and English text), Fritz Kortner (German text), Jerzy Kosiński, Professor J. Nedawa Köstler (Hebrew script text ?), Ferenc Koszorus, Moses Kottler, Abba Kovner, Louis Kraft, Dr Samuel N. Kramer (French and English text), Karl Kraus (German and English text), Wilhelm Krell (German text), Dr Frantisek Kriegel, Joseph Krips, Irving Kristol, Paul Kruger, Alfried Krupp 1991
von Bohlen und Halbach (German and English text), Dr Arieh Leon Kubovy (German and English text), Günter Kunert (German text), Professor Otto Kurz, Rudolf Küstermeier (German text), Keith Kyle

MS 241/7/85
IJA 07
Biographies—Arthur Koestler: newspaper, journal articles (German and English text) Sep 1956-Feb 1978

MS 241/7/86
IJA 07
Biographies—Teddy Kollek: newspaper and journal articles (German, Hebrew script and English text) Dec 1974-Feb 1993

MS 241/7/87
IJA 07
Biographies—Janusz Korczak: newspaper, journal articles (French, Italian, Hebrew script, German, Spanish and English text) May 1972-Jun 1988

MS 241/7/88
IJA 07

MS 241/7/89
IJA 07
Biographies—La-Ld: newspaper, journal articles on Seymour P. Lachman, Schlomo Lahat (German text), Professor Imre Lakatos, Dr Josef Lamm (German text), Dr Norman Lamm, Rom Landau, William M. Landau, Lawrence Montague Lande, Harry Landy, Felicia Langer, Meyer Lansky (Maier Suchowjansky), Alejandro Lanusse, Professor Ruth Lapidoth, Walter Laquer (Hebrew script and German text), Else Lasker-Schüler (German text), Marghanita Laski, Neville Laski, Harry Lasky, Victor Lasky, Ferdinand Lassalle (German text), Pinhas Lavon (French, German and English text), T.E. Lawrence, Nigel Lawson, Dr David Lazar, Bernard Lazare (French and English text), Professor Paul Lazarsfeld, Emma Lazarus, Rabbi Harris Lazarus, Sir Peter Lazarus Jun 1958-Oct 1995

MS 241/7/90
IJA 07
Biographies—Le-Lg: newspaper, journal articles on Dr Lajos Láderer, Morris Lederman, Archbishop Marcel Lefèbvre, Joseph Leftwich, Herbert Lehman, Tom Lehrer, Isi Leibler, S. David Leibovitch, Nehama Leibowitz, Yeshayahu Leibowitz (French and English text), H. Leivik (Hebrew script and English text), Professor Raphael Lemkin (Hebrew script and English text), Josef Lengyel, Lenin (French and English text), Chaim Lenski, Professor Philip Leon, Max Lerner, Theodor Lessing, Professor J.W. Lever, Lord Harold Lever of Manchester, Lord Leslie Maurice Lever of Ardwick, Carlo Levi (French, German and English text), Edward H. Levi, Rabbi Judah Levi, Primo Levi (Italian, French and English text), Curt Leviant, Bernard Levin, Betty Levin, Meyer Levin, Dr Nyman Levin, Rahel Levin (German text), Shmarya Levin, Rabbi Yehuda Leib Levin, Emmanuel Levinas (German and French text), Joseph E. Levine, Naomi Bronheim Levine, Dr Philip Levine, Samuel Levine, Rabbi Levinger, Professor Claude Lévi-Strauss, Roger Levitt, Amy Levy, Benn Levy, Claude Levy (French and English text), David Levy (German and English text), Joe Levy, Professor Hyman Levy, Moshe Levy, Nellig Levy, Dr Oscar Levy, Daniel Lewin, Sir Aubrey Lewis, David Lewis, Samuel W. Lewis, Ludwig Lewisohn Jan 1956-Aug 1995

MS 241/7/91
IJA 07
Biographies—Lh-Li: newspaper, journal articles on Dr Jiri Liban (German text), George Lichtheim ?? (Hebrew script text), Harry Lieberman, Rolf Lieberman (German text), Professor Hans Liebeschütz, Cardinal Lienart (French text), Nehama Lifschitz, Ephraim Moses Lilien, Jakov Lind, Charles Lindbergh (French and English text), Sol M. Linowitz, Joseph I. Linton, Dr Vivian Lipman, Jacques Lipchitz (German and English text), Walter 1955-Feb 1992
Lippmann, Lippy Lipshitz, Marcus Lipton, Louis Littman, Emmanuel Litvinoff, Ivy Litvinoff, Franz Luizt ?? (Hebrew script text), Sir Harry Livermore, Ken Livingstone, Eitan Livni.

MS 241/7/92 Biographies–Ll–Lz: newspaper, journal articles on Marie Vargas Llosa (Spanish and English text), Lord Dennis Lloyd of Hampstead, Harold A.Loeb, Marie Long (French text), Konrad Lorenz (German, French and English text), Peter Lorenz (German text), Joe Loss, Herbert Lottman (French text), Wolfgang Lotz, King Louis IX The Saint, Arthur Lourie, Joseph Lovinger, Prince Hubertus zu Löwenstein, Professor Richard Löwenthal (German and English text), David Lubin, Heinrich Lübke, Uri Lubrani, Paul Lücke (German text), Gerturd Luckner (German text), Gerda Luft (German text), Gyorgy Lukács (German and English text), Benjamin Lumley, Henry Lumley, Armand Lunel, Joseph Luns (German and English text), Ted Lurie, Arnost Lustig, Jean-Marie Lustiger (French, German and English text), Martin Luther, Charles Lutz (German, French and English text), Rosa Luxemburg (German, French and English text), Jack Lyons, Samuel David Luzzatto

Jan 1959-Sep 1991

MS 241/7/93 Biographies–Ma–Mc: newspaper, journal articles on Jonah Moiseievitch Machover, Dr Eliahu Simon Madanes, Judah L.Magnes, RenéMaheu (French text), Naguib Mahfouz (German and English text), Gustav Mahler (German and English text), Dr Raphael Mahler, Richard Maibaum, Norman Mailer, Maimonides (Rabbi Moses Ben Maimon or the Rambam) (French, Hebrew script and English text), Rabbi Yehuda Leib Hacohen Maimon, Ivan Maisky, John Major, Archbishop Makarios, Bernard Malamud ? (Hebrew script text), Ingeborg Malek-Kohler (German text), André Malraux (French text), Clara Malraux (French text), Arnold Mandel (French text), Senator Jean Mandel, Nelson Mandela, Winnie Mandela, Peter Mandelson, Ossip Mandelstam, Itsik Manger, Wolf Mankowitz, Golo Mann, Heinrich Mann, Dr Hermann Mannheim, Mendel Mann (French and Hebrew script text), Thomas Mann (German text), Paul Mantoux, Mao Tse-tung, Abraham Mapu, Marcel Marceau, Georges Marchais, Gerda Marcus, Joseph Marcus, Solli Marcus, Dr Herbert Marcuse (French, German and English text), Julius Margolin, Dr Samuel Margoshes, Alexander Marguiles, Marcel Marinower (Dutch text), Helena Markish, Peret Markish (Hebrew script text), Lord Simon Marks of Broughton (Marks and Spencer), Garcia Marquez (French text), Benny Marshak, James Marshall ?? (Hebrew script text), Professor Alexander Marx, Grouch Marx, Tomas G. Masaryk, Werner Marx (German text), Hirsch Masliansky, Jackie Mason, Dr Herman Mass (German text), Dr Albert Mathez (French, German, Italian and English text), Rose Matzkin, Reginald Maudling, Doris May, Kurt May, Rabbi Dr Ignaz Maybaum, Dr Ashare Mayer ?? (Hebrew script text), Daniël Mayer, Hans Mayer (German text), René Mayer, Sir Robert Mayer, Saly Mayer (German text), Amadou-Mahtar M' Bow (French and English text), George Stanley McGovern.

Oct 1952-Jun 1992

MS 241/7/94 Biographies–Karl Marx: newspaper, journal articles (German and English text)

May 1968-Nov 1983

MS 241/7/95 Biographies–Robert Maxwell: newspaper, journal articles (German and English text)

Oct 1969-Jul 1992

MS 241/7/96 Biographies–Christopher Mayhew: newspaper, journal articles

Dec 1966-Feb 1984
Biographies—Margaret McKay: newspaper, journal articles
Oct 1967-Mar 1971

Biographies—Me-Mn: newspaper, journal articles on V.Medom (Hebrew script text), Ludwig Meidner, Richard Meinertzhagen, Yisroel Meir, Professor Lise Meitner (German and English text), Lord Julian Melchett, David Mellor, Julian L. Meltzer, Albert Memmi (French and German text), H.L. Mencken, John Mendelson, Moses Mendelssohn (German and English text), Pierre Mendès-France (German, French and English text), Dr Nicanor Costa Mendez, Daniel Mendoza, Mel Mermelstein, Channa Meron, Aharon Meskin, Professor Alfred Meyer, André Meyer (French text), Sir Anthony Meyer, Sir Carl Meyer, Rabbi Marshall Meyer, Professor Isaac Michaelson, Ian Mikardo, George Mikes, Anastas Mikoyan, Arthur Miller (German text), Sir Eric Miller (? and English text), Dr Jonathan Miller, Millie Miller, Professor Menachem Milson, Cesar Milstein, József Mindszenty (Hungarian, Hebrew script and English text), Louis Mintz, Joseph Mirkin, Alexander Mitscherlich (German text), François Mitterand (French, German and English text).
Sep 1955-May 1993

Biographies—Golda Meir: newspaper, journal articles (French, German and English text)
Dec 1955-Jan 1984

Biographies—Yehudi and Hephzibah Menuhin: newspaper, journal articles (French, German and English text)
1957-Mar 1991

Biographies—Mo-Mz: newspaper, journal articles on Sir Alan Mocatta, Jules Moch (French text), Mendele Mocher Sforim (Hebrew script and English text), Mieczyslaw Moczar (German, French and English text), Leon Modena, Patrick Modiano, Sam Modiano, Ali Akbar Mohtashemi, Ludwig Mond, Walter F. Mondale, Guy Mollet (French text), Judith Monis, Jean Monnet (French text), David Monson, Edwin Montagu, Yves Montand, Claude G. Montefiore, Dr Hugh Montefiore, Sir Moses Montefiore, Lord Bernard Montgomery, Revd Sun Myung Moon (German and English text), Eric Moonman, Ludwig von Moos (German, French and English text), Alberto Moravia (German and French text), Oskar Morgenstern, Henry Morgenthau (German and English text), Arthur D. Morse, Sir Claus Moser, Oswald Mosley, George Mosse, Zero Mostel, Earl Mountbatten of Burma, Lord Moyne, Patrick Moynhan (French, German and English text), Husny Mubarak (French, German and English text), Mufti of Jerusalem (Saad a-Din el-Alami), Revd Dr James Muilenburg, Wolfgang Müller (German and French text), Herbert Müller-Roschach (German text), Edward R. Murrow, Malcolm Muggeridge, Len Murray, Ruth Muskal, Benito Mussolini (German and English text), Rachele Mussolini (German, French and English text), Carmel Myers.
Jun 1956-Nov 1996

Biographies—Na-Nf: newspaper, journal articles on Alan Nabarro, Sir Gerald Nabarro, Vladimir Nabokov, Werner Nachmann (German and English text), Dr Judah Nadin, Mordechai Namir, Henri Nannan (German text), Asher Ben Nathan (French text), Abie Nathan, Eleanor Lady Nathan, Lord Nathan, Izthak Nathani, Dr Bernard N. Nathanson, Benjamin Navon, Yitzhak and Ofira Navon (German, French and English text), Yoavval Neeman, André Neher (French text), Viktor Nekrasov, Pascual Nemirovsky ?? (Hebrew script text), Benjamin Netanyahu, Yoni Netanyahu, Dr Josef Neuberger (German text), Julia Neuberger, Dr Abraham A. Neuman, Robert Neumann (German and English text).
text), Professor Jacob Neusner.

Biographies-Ng-Nz: newspaper, journal articles on Igaal Nidam (French text), Reinhold Niebuhr, Martin Niemöller (German text), Friedrich Nietzsche (German text), Gaafar al-Nimeiry, Richard Nixon (French and English text), Mordecai Noah, Wolfson Nolte, Max Nordau, Albert Norden (German text), Jean Nordmann (German text), Professor Alec Nove, Antonin Novotny, Rabbi Mordechai Nurock, Dr Max Nussbaum, Anthony Nutting (French and English text), Dr Julius Nyerere.

Biographies-Gamal Abdul Nasser: newspaper, journal articles (German, French and English text)

Biographies-Oa-Oz: newspaper, journal articles on Lev Oborin, Eddie O’Donnell, Paul Oestreicher, Zoé Oldenbourg (French text), David Oistrakh, Erich Ollenhauer (French text), Oppenheim Bank (German text), Moritz Daniel Oppenheim, Sally Oppenheim, Harry Oppenheimer (German text), Dr Robert Oppenheimer, Shimeon Opten (Hebrew script text), Maurice Orbach, Harry Orlinsky (German and English text), Garcia da Orta, George Orwell, Dr Samuel Osborne, Hans Oster, Maurice Oster, Dr David Owen, Amos Oz.

Biographies-Pa-Pn: newspaper, journal articles on Dr Edward Pachtmann (with photographs), Reza Pahlavi (German text), Olof Palme, Lilli Palmer (German and English text), Aime Palliere (French text), Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Andreas Papandreou, Franz von Papen (German text), Joeshp Papp, Bertha Pappenheim (German text), Pierre Paraf (French text), James Parkes, Oedoen Partos, Boris Pasternak, Dan Patir, Dr David Patterson, Anna Pauker (German text), Dr Rolf Friedemann Pauls (German and English text), Fredrick G.Peake, Isadore Pearlman, Dr Maty Peled, Lev Penkovsky, Professor Chaim Perelman, Issac/Yitzkhok Leibush Perez (Hebrew script and English text), Javier Perez de Cuellar, Richard Perle, Itzhak Perlman, Nathan Perlmutter, Juan Domingo Perón and Maria Estela Martinez de Perón (French, German and English text), Marshal Pétain (French and English text), Dr David Petegorsky, Friedrich Peter (German and English text), Professor Jacob Petuchowski, Gregor Piatigorsky, Pablo Picasso, Molly Picon, Dr Anton Pick (German text), Wilhelm Pieck, Moshe Pijade, Arie L.Pincus/Louis A.Pincus (Hebrew script, French and English text), Dr Arnulf M.Pins, David Pinski, Harold Pinter, Maurice Pioro (French text), Giorgio La Pira, Samuel Pisar (French, Hebrew script and English text), Camille Pissarro (French and English text), Dr W.Gunther Plaut.

Biographies-Shimon Peres: newspaper, journal articles (Hebrew script, German, French and English text)

Biographies-Dr Maurice L.Perlzweig: newspaper, journal articles

Biographies-Po-Pz, and Q: newspaper, journal articles on Michael Polanyi (Hungarian ?? text), László Poliakov (French text), Justine Wise Polier, Shad Polier, Stephen Pollack (German text), Professor Antony Polonsky, Lev Polugayevsky, Georges Pompidou (French and English text), Karl Popper (German and English text), Shirley Porter, Michael Vivian Posner, Ezra Pound (German and English text), Colin Powell, Enoch Powell, Ruth
Prawer Jhabvala, Joshua Prawer, Jacqueline du Pré, Otto Preminger, Rosalind Preston, Dr Julius Preuss, Sally Preisand, Terence C.F. Prittie, Proche-Orient, Marcel Proust (French and English text), Joseph Pulitzer (German text), Jesco von Puttkamer, Dr Juda H. Quastel.

MS 241/7/110 Biographies—Rabbi Dr Joachim Prinz: newspaper, journal articles (German, Hebrew script and English text) 1953-Oct 1988

MS 241/7/111 Biographies—Ra-Rn: newspaper, journal articles on Professor Isidor Isaac Rabi (Hebrew script and English text), Itamar Rabinovich, Wladimir Rabinovitch (French text), Oskar K. Rabinowicz, Eugene Rabinowitch, Karl Radek, Franz Rademacher (German text), Alfréd Radok, Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, Máté Rákosi, Uri Rapp, Lord Arthur Ramsey of Canterbury, Professor Solomon Rappaport, Grigori Rasputin (German text), Paul Rassinter (French and English text), Walther Rathenau (German and English text), Abraham Rattner, Joseph Ratzinger, Leone Ravenna (Italian text), Melech Ravitch, Professor Simon Rawidowicz, Yussuf Raya, Ronaol Reagan (French, German and English text), Vanessa Redgrave, Wilhelm Reich, Paul Reichmann, Hans Reimann (German text), Yitzhak Yaakov Reines, Max Reinhardt (Hebrew script, German and English text), Edgar Reitz, Aharon Remez, Karl Rengstorf (German text), Samuel Reshevsky, Charles Reznikoff, Harold V. Ribalow, Abraham Ribicoff, David Ricardo, Jack M. Rich, Mordec Richards, Thelma Richman, Willi Richter (German text), Hyman G. Rickover (Hebrew script and English text), Nicholas Ridley, Leni Riefenstahl, Malcolm Rikkind (Hebrew script and English text), Rainer Maria Rilke (German text), Dr Ringelbaum ?? (Hebrew script text), Emmanuel Ringelblum (French text), Moshe Rivlin. 1954-May 1996


MS 241/7/113 Biographies—Eva, Marchioness of Reading: correspondence, tributes to and newspaper articles (German, Hungarian, French, Spanish and English text) regarding the death of Lady Reading; general correspondence. Sep 1967-1973

MS 241/7/114 Biographies—Dr Gerhart M. Riegner: newspaper, journal articles (Hebrew script, German and English text); speeches by Riegner. Dec 1976-Dec 1991

MS 241/7/115 Biographies—Ro: newspaper, journal articles on John Roberts, Professor Abraham Robinsom, Jacob Robinson (German and English text), Dr Nehemiah Robinson (German and English text), Sir Robert Robinson, Rudolf Rocker, Edouard Roditi, Manfred Roeder (German text), Mikhail Romm, Manfred Rommel, Emmanuel Ronkin, Gerald Ronson, Henriette Roosenburg, Eleanor Roosevelt, Roshel ?? (Hebrew script text), Professor Gillian Rose, Rabbi Moses Rosen, Dr Pinhas Rosen, Kopul Rosen, Maurice Rosenbaum, Wladimir Rosenbaum (German text), Hans Rosenberg (German text), Isaac Rosenberg, John Rosenberg, Herzl Rosenblum, Samuel Rosenman, Meir Rosenne (German text), Josef Rosenhaft (Hebrew script, German and English text), Georg Rosenstein (German text), Werner Rosenstock, Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy (German text), A.M. Rosenthal, Åke Rosenthal, Hans Rosenthal (German and English text), Jack Rosenthal, Philip Rosenthal (German text), Dr 1959-Dec 1995
Joseph Rosenwasser, Franz Rosenzweig (French and English text), Julius E. Rosettenstein, Moshe Rosettis, Rita Ross, Eugene Rostow, Professor Nathan Rotenstreich, Joseph Rotblat, Dr Cecil Roth, Ernst Roth, Joseph Roth (German and English text), Dr Stephen J. Roth (including photograph), Joseph Rovan, Channa Rovina, Nachman Leib Rozalt (Hebrew script text).

MS 241/7/116 Biographies—Rothschild Family: newspaper, journal articles (German, French and English text) Dec 1972-Jul 1996
MS 241/7/117 Biographies—Rabbi Dr Pinchas Tibor Rosenbaum: newspaper, journal articles (French, German and English text) Apr 1974-Dec 1980
MS 241/7/118 Biographies—Ethel and Julius Rosenberg: newspaper, journal articles (German, French and English text) Sep 1970-Apr 1990
MS 241/7/119 Biographies—Rn-Rz: newspaper, journal articles on Ben Rubenstein, Dr Berthold Rubin (German and English text), Reuven Rubin, Arthur Rubinstein (German, French and English text), Renate Rubinstein (German text), Hans Rudel (French text), Ernesto Ruffini (German text), Donald Rumsfield, Robert Runcie, Dr Arthur Ruppin, John Ryan. Aug 1956-Feb 1991
MS 241/7/120 Biographies—Bertrand Russell: newspaper, journal articles (German and English text) Aug 1954-Feb 1980
MS 241/7/121 Biographies—Sa-Sb: newspaper, journal articles on Charles & Maurice Saatchi, Abram L Saachar, Howard Morley Saachar, Michael M. Sacher (regarding Prime Minister Menahem Begin), Miriam Sacher, Curt Sachs, Nelly Sachs (German, French, Hebrew script and English text), Peter Sachs, Dr Samuel Sacks, Bernard Sackheim (Hebrew script text), Moshe Safdie, Assad Saftawi, Dr Benjamin Sagalowitz (German text), Dr Maurice Sage, Saki (Hector Hugh Munro), Andrei Sakharov, Edward Said, Davide Sala, Dr Antonio de Oliviera Salazar, Laszlo Salgo (French text), Dr Jonas Salk (German and English text), Lord Cyril Barnett Salmon, Sir David Salomons, Dr Georg Salzberger, Lazare Saminsky, Professor David Samuel, Frederick H. Samuel, Maurice Samuel, Viscount Edwin Herbert Samuel (German and English text), Pinchas Sapid (German, French and English text), Gus Saron, Dr Samuel Sarphati, Jean-Paul Sartre (French, German and English text), Eliahu Sasson (German and English text), The Sassoons (David Sassoon, Sir Jacob Sassoon, Edward Sassoon, E.D. Sassoon, Lady Rachel Sassoon), Siegfried Sassoon, Vidal Sassoon, Dr Roman Šawicki. Nov 1955-Mar 1994
MS 241/7/122 Biographies—Dr Jonathan Sacks: newspaper and journal articles (German and English text) Mar 1990-Aug 1992
MS 241/7/123 Biographies—Muhammad Amwar al-Sadat and Jihan Sadat: newspaper, journal articles (German, French, Hebrew script and English text) Jun 1967-Jun 1985
MS 241/7/124 Biographies—Sc-Sd: newspaper, journal articles on Dr Hjalmar Schacht (German, French and English text), Herschel Schachter, Dan Schaefer, Dr Leo Schaffler, Hermann Schapira, Professor Leonard Schapiro, Dore Schary, Dr Joseph B. Schechtman, Walter Scheel (French and German text), Professor Alexander Scheiber (German and English text), Heinz Schenk (German text), Dr Sándor Scheiber (Hungarian text), Bela Schick, Dorothy Schiff, Otto Moritz Schiff, Schiller (German text),
Herman Schiller (German text), Henri Schilli (French text), Jaakov Schimoni (German text), Alexander M. Schindler, Oskar Schindler (German and English text), William S. Schlamm (German text), James Schlesinger, Dr. Hanns-Martin Schleyer, Helmut Schmidt, Carl Schmitt (German text), Isaac Schneersohn (French and English text), Menachem Mendel Schneerson, Arthur Schneier, Arthur Schutzler (German and English text), Gershom G. Schocken, Salman Schocken (German and English text), Herbert S. Schoenfeldt, Hans-Joachim Schoeps (German text), Gershon Scholem (German and English text), Dan Schomron (German text), Arnold Schönb erg (German, Italian and English text), Franz Schönhuber (German text), Arthur Schopenhauer (German text), Avital Schtscharanski (German text), Edward Schulte (German and English text), Bruno Schulz, Günter Schulz, Maurice Schumann (Hebrew script text), Klaus Schütz (German text), Joseph Schwartz, Harry Schwarz, Rudolf Schwarz, Samuel Schalom Schwarzbard, Albert Schweitzer, Louis Schweitzer, Dr. Kurt Schwerins (German text), Jacob Schwalsky (including photograph), William W. Scranton.

MS 241/7/125 Biographies-Se-Sh: newspaper, journal articles on Lord Segal of Wytham, Revd Morris M. Segal, Noah Segalovsky ?? (Hebrew script text), Dan Vittorio Segre, Dr Emilio Segre, Professor Michael Sela, Emperor Haile Selassie, Lord Selwyn-Lloyd, Hannah Senesh, Hanna Seniора (German text), Abel Shaban, Ruth Shaerf, Peter Shaffer, Idries Shah, David Shahar (French), Ben Shahn, Mordechai Shalev, Levi Shalit, Moshe Shamir, Dr Jacob K. Shankman, Chaim Moshe Shapiro, Ezra Shapiro (German and English text), Dr Judah J. Shapiro, Sidney Shapiro, Yaacov S. Shapiro (German and English text), René Shapshak, Mosche Sharett (German and English text), George Bernard Shaw, Irwin Shaw, Rachel Shazar-Katzenelson & Zalman Shazar (Hebrew script and English text), Anatoly Shcharansky, Mordechai Sheftall, Aziz Shehadeh (Hebrew script text), Barry Shenker, Alfred Sherman, Charles Sherman, Abbas Shibli, Dov Shilansky (German and English text), Lord Emmanuel Shinwell, Martha Shlamme ?? (Hebrew script text), Abraham Shlonsky, Zalman Shneur, Dimitri Shostakovich, Shlomo Zalman Shragai, Avy Shternfeld (Hebrew script text), David Shub, A. Shulman (Hebrew script text), George Shultz.

MS 241/7/126 Biographies-Yitzhak Shamir: newspaper, journal articles (German, French and English text)

MS 241/7/127 Biographies-Ariel Sharon: newspaper and magazine articles (French, German and English text)

MS 241/7/128 Biographies-Si-So: newspaper, journal articles on Kalim Siddiqui, Jose Siderman, Dr. Aziz Sidqu/ Sidky (German and English text), Clancy Sigal, Enso Siilasvuo (French text), Professor Ota Sik, Alphons Silbermann (German text), Donald Silk, John Silkin, Abba Silver, Sydney Silverman, Ernst Simon, Kate Simon, Professor Walter M. Simon, William W. Simpson, Israel Singer (German and English text), René Sirat (French text), Joseph Sisco, Aaron Siskind, Sue Slipman, Philip Slomovitz, Antoni Slonimski (German and English text), Dr. Israel Wolf Slotki, Joe Slovo, Yitzhak Smilansky, Gerald L. K. Smith, John Smith, Boris Smolar (Hebrew script and English text), Jan Christiaan Smuts, Dr. Moshe Sneh (German and English text), Lord C. P. Snow, Harriette Snowman, Sir Michael Sobell, Ben-A. Sochachewsky, Max Sokol, Dr Saul Sokal, Dr Celina Sokolow, Stephen Solarz,
Dr Norman and Devorah Solomon, Samuel Solomon, Joseph Soloveitchik, Harold Soref, George Soros (French and English text), Andre Sos, Eric Sosnow, Theodor Soucek, Jacques Soustelle, Chaim Soutine (German and English text), Moses Soyer.

MS 241/7/129 Biographies—Sieff family: newspaper, journal articles, and booklets (German, Hebrew script, Hungarian and English text) on the Sieff family (Lord Israel M.Sieff, Marcus Sieff, J.Edward Sieff, Rebecca D.Sieff, Michael Sieff), including photographs. May 1954-Jun 1990

MS 241/7/130 Biographies—Isaac Bashevis Singer: newspaper, journal articles, some in French, German, or Hebrew script Jun 1962-Jul 1991

MS 241/7/131 Biographies—Sp-Sth: newspaper, journal articles on Albert Speer, Dr Hans Speidel, Manès Sperbre (German text), Art Spiegelman, Hilde Spiel (German and English text), Steven Spielberg, General Spinola (French text), Baruch de Spinoza (German, Hebrew script, French, Dutch, Spanish and English text), Akim Spivak, Axel Springer (German and English text), Joseph Sprinzak, Friedrich J.Stahl (German text), Joseph Stalin, Artur Starewicz, Viscountess Stansgate, Susan Starr, Claus Von Stauffenberg (French text), David Steel, Ezekiel Steinmatzky (German text), Cyril Stein, Edith Stein (Italian text), Erwin Stein (German text), Gertrude Stein (German text), Jacob Stein, Jules Stein, Leonard Stein, Karel Stein (German text), Dr Aaron Steinberg (Hebrew script, German and English text), Dr Isaac N.Steinberg, Dr Jacob Steinberg, Dr William Steinberg, George Steiner (German and English text), Rolf Steiner (German and French text), Adin Steinsalz (German and English text), Moritz Steinscheider, Georg Steltzer (German text), A.N.Stencil, Myer Stephanym, Eleonore Sterling (German text), Sir Louis Sterling, Abraham Stern, Irma Stern, Isaac Stern (French and English text), Professor Joseph P.Stern, Professor Menahem Stern, Sir Sigmund Sternberg, Willie Stern, Desmond Stewart. Sep 1955-Mar 1992